Organizations are adopting a new class of operational systems called Decision Management Systems to meet the demands of consumers, regulators and markets because traditional systems are too inflexible, fail to learn and adapt and crucially cannot apply analytics to take advantage of big data.

Decision Management Systems are agile, analytic and adaptive. They are agile so they can be rapidly changed to cope with new regulations or business conditions. They are analytic, putting an organization’s data to work improving the quality and effectiveness of decisions. They are adaptive, learning from what works and what does not work to continuously improve over time.

Decision Management Systems are built by focusing on the repeatable, operational decisions that impact individual transactions or customers. Once these decisions are discovered and modeled, decision services are built that embody the organization’s preferred decision-making approach in operational software components. The performance of these components, and the impact of this performance on overall organizational performance, is tracked, analyzed and fed back into improving the effectiveness of decision-making.

Decision Management Systems offer high ROI because they improve the management of risk and the matching of price to risk; because they reduce or eliminate fraud and waste; because they increase revenue by making the most of every opportunity; and because they improve the utilization of constrained resources across the organization.

Decision Management Systems are different from traditional enterprise applications and from business process or event-based systems. Established
approaches and technologies play a role in the development of Decision Management Systems. Used alone, however, these technologies and approaches tend to deliver systems that are inflexible, static and opaque. To fulfill the promise of agile and adaptive systems that fully leverage big data, organizations will need to expand their enterprise architecture to include capabilities from the proven technologies described in this report. Tested and established in many industries, technologies suitable for developing Decision Management Systems include Business Rules Management Systems, data mining or Predictive Analytic Workbenches and Optimization suites as well as new in-database analytic infrastructure and more. Organizations will need to select those that have the capabilities they need, that demonstrate Decision Management best practices and that fit the organization’s architecture and use cases.

This report describes these product categories and identifies the key capabilities of these technologies. Best practices in their use and key use cases are identified and discussed. An extensive list of vendors in the market is provided and an appendix provides more detail on Decision Management Systems.

**Navigating this Report**

If you are new to Decision Management Systems, the Appendix - Decision Management Systems provides an overview of this class of systems. Also, the section on Use Cases will illustrate some potential uses of Decision Management Systems and the author’s recent book, Decision Management Systems: A Practical Guide to Using Business Rules and Predictive Analytics (IBM Press, 2012) has a more complete list. Those familiar with Decision Management Systems and considering new technology choices as part of building their own should begin with Decision Management Systems Platform Capabilities and then move to Vendors to find candidate vendors to consider. The section on Key Characteristics as well as the section Selecting Vendors should also be helpful. Whether familiar or not with Decision Management Systems, the section Best Practices in Decision Management Systems is worth reading before any new project.

Those looking for an overview should read Decision Management Systems Platform Capabilities and then skip the detailed capability chapters, moving directly to Key Characteristics, Best Practices in Decision Management Systems and Use Cases.

**Scope**

This report is prompted by the growing interest by organizations in Decision Management Systems. It is always challenging to draw the boundaries around such an exciting and growing area, but for practical purposes it must be so. For this report, we are focused on platform technologies used to build custom Decision Management Systems and our goal is to be comprehensive within this scope.
Many vendors have developed powerful pre-configured Decision Management Systems focused on solving specific decision problems such as loan underwriting, claims handling or cross-channel marketing. For many organizations these solutions are ideal but they are not the focus of this report. Similarly there are vendors that build custom Decision Management Systems for their customers and that have developed powerful platforms for doing so. If such a platform is not for sale to those building their own solutions then it is out of scope for this report.

In both these scenarios the report’s discussions of what kinds of functionality is useful, best practices and characteristics for suitable products may well be useful in the selection of vendors but some interpretation will be necessary. For instance, when evaluating pre-configured Decision Management Systems, a discussion of business rule management capabilities may well be relevant while one about connecting to data sources may not be.

If you know of products you believe should be included or have other feedback, please let us know by sending us an email info@decisionmanagementsolutions.com.

**Current Version**

This is the *seventh version* of this report. A new section on the Analytics Capability Landscape has been added.

Like this paragraph, the new material for version seven shows an edit mark on the right hand side to help you identify it.

Vendors and products in scope for the report are added continually. First Looks are also posted to www.JTonEDM.com as they are completed. Each new version of the report will be made available at


**Sharing this report**

This report can be freely circulated, printed and reproduced in its entirety provided no edits are made to it. Please email info@decisionmanagementsolutions.com if you would like to publish an extract. Quotes from this report should be correctly attributed and identified as © 2015, Decision Management Solutions.

While every care has been taken to validate the information in this report, Decision Management Solutions accepts no liability for the content of this report, or for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the information provided.
Decision Management Systems Platform Capabilities

Overview
Four aspects of building a Decision Management System drive organizations to adopt new, Decision Management System specific, technologies:
- Managing decision logic for transparency and agility
- Embedding predictive analytics for analytic decision-making
- Optimizing results given real-world trade-offs and simulating results
- Monitoring and improving decision-making over time

In this section we will introduce these four capabilities and put them in a broader context. Subsequent sections will describe the capabilities in more detail.

Managing Decision Logic
Like all information systems, Decision Management Systems require the definition of the logic to be applied during operations. In Decision Management Systems this logic is primarily that of decision-making—how a particular decision should be made given the systems understanding of the current situation. Decision Management Systems must be more agile than traditional information systems, however, so this logic cannot be managed as code. The use of code to define decision-making logic makes that logic opaque to those on the business side that understand how the decision should be made. It also makes it hard to record exactly how a decision was made as recording exactly what code was executed is often problematic. To manage logic in this way most organizations will adopt a Business Rules Management System or a product that contains equivalent functionality.

Embedding Predictive Analytics
The management of decision logic is a foundational capability for Decision Management Systems. Most Decision Management Systems should also take advantage of the information available to an organization to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of each decision. Unlike human decision-makers, Decision Management Systems cannot use visualization and reporting technologies to understand the available information. In addition, while people have a great ability to extrapolate from information about the past to see what might happen in the future, systems treat data very literally.
To maximize the value of available information in terms of improved decision-making, Decision Management Systems must therefore embed predictive analytic models derived from historical data using mathematical techniques. Such models make assessments of the likelihood that something will be true in the future and make this assessment available to the decision logic in a Decision Management System, allowing decisions to be made in this context.

Specifically they will need to adopt a Predictive Analytic Workbench or equivalent functionality. They may also choose to adopt additional analytic infrastructure.

**Optimization and Simulation**

Many decisions rely on resources that are not unlimited. Whether these resources are staff, product inventory or service capacity, decisions must often be made in the context of a constrained set of resources. Organizations will generally want to optimize their results given these constraints and this means that trade-offs must be made. Organizations will need to adopt optimization and simulation technologies to manage trade-offs and to ensure that decisions are made in a way that produces the best possible results given the constraints on decision-making. These technologies allow modeling of the constraints and trade-offs and then use mathematical techniques to pick the set of outcomes that will maximize the benefit to an organization. These models can also be used to drive simulations of various scenarios to see which will produce the best outcome for the organization.

An organization that is established in developing Decision Management Systems will ultimately adopt technologies for all these capabilities—decision logic management, predictive analytic insight and optimization and simulation. Some will find it useful to have more than one product with the same kind of capability, some will standardize on a single product. The products do not need to be adopted all at once and some Decision Management Systems require only some of the capabilities.

**Monitoring Decisions**

The nature of decision-making is that it is often not possible to tell how good a decision will turn out to be for some time. As a result the ongoing monitoring of decisions made and their outcomes is really important. Such monitoring allows for decision-making to be systematically improved over time both by tracking decision performance and making changes when this performance is inadequate and by conducting experiments and analyzing the results of these experiments. Most organizations will find that they will use their existing Performance Management and
data infrastructure to conduct much of this analysis. However, the use of the decision logic and predictive analytic capabilities discussed above will also be necessary. This will allow for the explicit logging of decision-making approaches and outcomes as well as allowing for easy management of experiments in decision-making. In general this ongoing decision analysis requires design decisions and integration with existing infrastructure rather than additional technologies.

**Overall Architecture**

These capabilities come together in an overall platform for building Decision Management Systems as shown in Figure 1: The capabilities of a Platform for Decision Management Systems below.

Decision Logic capabilities allow for the editing of the business rules that represent the decision logic. These business rules are deployed to a Decision Service for execution.

Predictive Analytic capabilities allow for data to be analyzed and turned into either additional business rules (representing what has worked in the past and is likely to work in the future) or predictive analytic models that can be deployed either to a Decision Service or to the operational datastore being used by the Decision Service.

**Figure 1: The capabilities of a Platform for Decision Management Systems**

Simulation and optimization capabilities are used to manage tradeoffs and constraints and can result in business rules that have been optimized, optimization models that
can be solved in a Decision Service, or an explicit set of actions to be taken that can be pushed into an operational datastore to drive behavior.

All three sets of capabilities rely on data infrastructure to deliver test and historical data while the predictive analytic capabilities can take advantage also of in-database modeling and scoring. The Decision Service itself can execute business rules, score records using predictive analytic models, solve constraint optimization problems and potentially tune predictive analytic models to improve their predictive power while in use. All the capabilities can consume actuals information generated by a Decision Service’s ability to log its decision making.

Vendors with all these capabilities could produce a product that provides all four capabilities in a single, integrated environment. However, because the capabilities discussed above can be used for more than building Decision Management Systems, it is likely that some vendors will continue to package up each capability as a separate product while integrating them ever more tightly to make it easier to use them as a set. Other vendors will remain focused on a specific area of capability and will work with partners and standards organizations to ensure that other capabilities can be integrated with theirs. What organizations will need to build Decision Management Systems is an ability to manage decision logic, create and embed predictive analytic insight and simulate/optimize outcomes. How best to assemble this functionality will be different for different organizations.

**Decision Services**

All the various deployment capabilities described above result in code or packages of definition being deployed to a Decision Service execution environment. This is typically a conceptual environment being in practice made up of elements of multiple products. This environment needs to be able to execute various elements, typically when invoked using a standard API. The decision itself is made by executing generated code on the underlying platform, business rules on a deployed business rule engine, optimization models on a solver and predictive analytic models on a model execution engine.

Decision Services also need to be able to log what happened each time a decision was made—which rules fired, what model scores were calculated and which outcomes were selected by the optimization model. Again this logging often involves elements of multiple products but conceptually a single log can be generated.

Finally model tuning may be available in the decision service, with a piece of analytic modeling code deployed to monitor the performance of deployed models and conduct experiments to see how the predictive performance of those models may be improved.
Decision Services in Context

These technologies are used to develop and manage the decision logic, predictive analytic insight and optimization models required by a Decision Management System and to deploy this to a Decision Service. Decision Services operate in a broader enterprise IT context, however, as shown in Figure 2: Decision Services and Decision Analysis in a broader architectural context below.

Decision Services are invoked for decision-making in an application context. This application context is increasingly a process being managed by a Business Process Management System. Decision Services can also be invoked by enterprise applications both packaged and legacy. While this is less common than invocation from a business process it is by no means an uncommon pattern. A further growing pattern is the use of a Decision Service to support an event processing context, making a decision in response to a pattern of business events and then kicking off a business process or other service as a result. In each scenario, the application context fulfils an overall business need and the invoked Decision Service improves effectiveness and efficiency.

Decision Services are not stand-alone systems that run on specialist hardware or unique platforms. Instead they run on the standard enterprise platforms in use today. Different technologies support the various application servers, service-oriented platforms and programming metaphors that are common and Decision Services can be developed that run on any such platform.

Decision Services rely also on a modern data infrastructure. This data infrastructure supplies operational data to the Decision Services and can also provide in-database analytic scoring. Business intelligence capabilities typically use this same data infrastructure provide insight to human decision makers. While this is not needed to develop Decision Services, business intelligence often complements these systems by supporting the handling of exceptions.

Figure 2: Decision Services and Decision Analysis in a broader architectural context
Decision Services may also use business intelligence infrastructure to provide additional context when returning a number of options.

Finally the performance of Decision Services must be monitored to support continuous improvement. This ongoing decision analysis requires both capabilities within the Decision Service, such as support for both a champion and a challenger approach to a single decision, and integration with more typical business or corporate performance management capabilities such as dashboards and alerting systems.

**Navigating Product Categories**

Multiple product categories exist in the market for decision logic management, predictive analytic modeling, optimization and simulation. As Figure 3: Overlapping product categories below shows, these product categories often overlap.

**Figure 3: Overlapping product categories**

While there are many Business Rules Management Systems that just manage decision logic, there are also products that combine the management of decision logic with optimization or with building predictive analytic models. There are also products that are called Decision Managers or Business Decision Management Systems that manage decision logic and other Decision Management products that manage decision logic and build predictive analytic models. Some Predictive Analytic
Workbenches include in-database scoring capabilities, some package this separately while model monitoring and tuning is similarly sometimes packaged separately.

**Navigating products for managing decision logic**

When considering products for managing decision logic, there are two main areas of potential confusion—is decision logic the primary focus and is the product rules-centric or decision-centric?

- **Decision Logic as a primary focus.**
  The first is the degree to which the product is explicitly focused on managing all the logic for a potentially complex decision rather than managing some decision logic so that it can be combined with some analytic insight. For instance a number of products focused primarily on building and deploying analytic models also allow you to manage some business rules. These are typically either focused on eligibility or cut-offs. Eligibility rules might select a subset of all possible records in a set before applying analytic models to them or determine that only certain outcomes are allowed for a given record regardless of what the model may predict. Cut off rules generally turn predictive scores into simple actions based on clearly defined values. Such capabilities are much to be desired in analytic products but they will not allow an organization to manage the number of business rules involved, for instance, in complex eligibility decisions. Because they assume that analytics are at the core of a decision they are also not they likely to be effective if used to manage decision logic for decisions driven entirely by policy, regulation and best practice that therefore have no analytic component. For these decisions a product that is either primarily focused on decision logic or that regards explicit logic and analytic insight as peers in decision-making will be more appropriate. Such products are more likely to be referred to as a Business Rules Management System or a Decision Manager. Some Decision Management platforms treat the two as peers while products focused on Analytical Decision Management are more likely to be focused first and foremost on analytics.

- **Rules-centric or decision-centric.**
  The second is a more nuanced consideration. Some products for managing decision logic began as expert systems or focused on the management of business rules. While users of these systems always used them to automate decisions, this was often implicit in the deployment of the rules rather than explicit in the design. Other products have begun with a focus on business process and added business rules capability and similarly evolved towards a more decision-centric focus. Such products used to refer to themselves as business rules engines then as Business Rules Management Systems and now, increasingly, as Decision Management products. In contrast other tools have begun with an explicit focus on decisions. These typically allow a decision to be documented as such, including its inputs and
outputs, before the logic of the decision is specified to fill the gap between inputs and outputs. These have always used “decision” in their names and are often called Decision Managers or use Decision Management in their names. Some, from companies with a strong analytic focus, might refer to Decision Analytics also. This focus can be just a naming thing, with equivalent products having different names, but it can also reflect a subtle yet important emphasis on decisions over business rules as the primary organizing principle of a product.

Navigating products for developing analytic insight

In many ways the products that offer support for the development of analytic insight are more straightforward. Most such products are described either as Data Mining Workbenches or Predictive Analytic Workbenches. These are often easy to compare with each other and offer broadly comparable capabilities. Some such products are narrowly focused, offering a small number of analytic algorithms or support for a particular kind of data. More common are workbenches that support a wide range of such techniques and data sources.

The only areas of potential confusion come in the support of model management and in-database analytics and the potential support of some general purpose decision management platforms for limited development of analytic insight.

- Model management.
  Some analytic products include capabilities for model management in the same product that is used to build analytic models, some package it up as a separate capability. There is also a small group of products designed explicitly for model management. There is no particular advantage or disadvantage to the approaches though having a more web-based and less analytic professional-oriented environment for model management can be appealing. Some of these model management capabilities support models built using a variety of analytic tools. This support for monitoring and managing models that were built using multiple tools is a significant differentiator, regardless of whether it is packaged with an ability to build models or not.

- In-database analytics.
  Similarly some analytic workbenches package up support for in-database analytics (either development or deployment or both) with the workbench while others sell it as a separate capability. When considering a workbench from a functional perspective, what matters is the tool’s support for the databases in use at your organization and the depth of integration. Packaging may affect pricing but it generally does not affect capability.

- Decision-centric analytics.
  Some products that are primarily focused on managing decision logic provide capabilities for developing analytic insight. Some offer what can be described as “data mining for business rules”, allowing data mining algorithms that produce
decision trees or association rules to be used within the tool to find suitable rules from historical data. Some offer data mining algorithms integrated with a decision tree editor for “data-driven strategy design”. Both such capabilities are highly desirable and the use of data mining to find business rules is a clear best practice (discussed in the section on analytic and it co-operation). Nevertheless these tools do not offer the same range of analytic insight capabilities as a specialist tool.

Some of these platforms go a little further and offer automated analytic model building capabilities also. These start to compete more directly with pure-play analytic workbenches, especially for organizations focused on decisions outside of regulated credit industries that are comfortable with automated modeling approaches. Most users of these tools will still find at least occasional reasons to use a pure play analytic workbench however.

**Navigating products for optimization**

The big differences between optimization products are a solution focus versus a tool focus and the degree of tooling available.

- **Solution or tool focus.**

  Because optimization can be complex to configure and use, many organizations adopt optimization technology as part of a solution. In this approach the optimization model is pre-configured with integrated reporting and simulation interfaces focused on the solution. These might address a scheduling problem, supply chain issues or product configuration. In contrast a tool focus means delivering an optimization product that can be used to solve any problem but that must be configured before it does anything.

  Because many of the pre-configured solutions are provided built on a specific tool, organizations can often begin with a pre-configured solution and then expand usage by also acquiring the underlying tool. For some organizations, however, there is only one problem that seems to justify optimization and they are likely to be happy with a single solution-focused offering.

- **Solver or workbench.**

  Some optimization products are really just a set of solvers with well defined APIs while others offer a complete workbench with debugging tools and graphical interfaces. The solver-only approach allows the tool developer to focus on performance and scalability while supporting practitioners who want to use a particular problem definition language or editing environment. A more complete workbench tends to be more supportive of less technical users and to involve less work to set up at the expense of being somewhat more limited in terms of how a practitioner can approach defining the problem.
Managing Decision Logic

The first requirement is for a complete set of software components for the creation, testing, management, deployment and ongoing maintenance of the logic of a decision—the business rules—in a production operational environment. The most common product category name for this capability is a Business Rules Management System.

For the purposes of this report we are concerned only with executable logic, executable business rules—that is with business rules defined at a level that allows them to be executed in a computer system. Business rules may be defined and managed as a requirements approach and to ensure consistency and accuracy in manual decision-making, but this is not the focus of this report.

Generally, an executable business rule is simply a statement of what action should be taken if a given set of conditions are true. Each rule has a conditional element that can be assessed at a moment in time to see if it is true or false as well as one or more actions to take if it is true. These actions could be as diverse as sending emails or invoking functions but generally involve setting data values. In most Business Rules Management Systems each rule can also have an owner, notes, version history and other metadata that describes it.

Managed, executable business rules offer many advantages over traditional code, especially when automating and managing decisions:

- Business rules are easier for non-technical business experts to read, improving business/IT collaboration and improving the accuracy of business rules relative to code. This is especially true because business rules can also be represented in a variety of graphical and tabular metaphors.
- Business rules are declarative, allowing each to be managed independently and so simplifying the management and reuse of decision-making logic while also allowing more precise and granular assessment of consistency, completeness and quality.
- Business rules either “fire” (the conditional element evaluates to true) for a particular transaction or they do not. This can (and should) be recorded each time a decision is made and represents a precise description of how a decision was made. This supports subsequent analysis and improvement of decision-making.

A Business Rules Management System or equivalent functionality gives business users and analysts the ability to make routine changes and updates to critical business systems while freeing IT resources to concentrate on higher value-add projects and initiatives. Even when used by an IT organization in a more traditional way, a
Business Rules Management System allows for more rapid change by making it easier to find, make and test changes to decision-making logic.

Managing decision logic requires software that supports a range of activities:

- Integration with other applications and services and linking business rules to data sources so that business rules can be developed that will use the data available in existing systems and processes.
- The development and testing of business rules by both technical and non-technical users so that all those involved in defining a decision can participate in writing the business rules.
- Identification of rule conflicts, consistency problems, quality issues and more for both technical and non-technical users so that full advantage is taken of the declarative nature of business rules.
- Assessment of the business impact of changes to the business rules through simulation and reporting to ensure the right changes are being made and to understand the business consequences of changes that must be made.
- Deployment of a defined package of business rules to Decision Services in different computing environments.
- Measuring and reporting of decision and business rule effectiveness based on the results of executing business rules in decision services.

Such a system requires the following capabilities. In a future release of the report a set of specific items to look for in each category will be identified.

**Rule Management**

A business rule management environment suitable at least for technical users is essential. This environment typically also includes design tools to integrate the deployed business rules with the rest of the enterprise computing environment. Generally this is provided as part of an Integrated Development Environment or IDE, often one based on Eclipse or Visual Studio.

Technical users are generally not the only ones who will need to edit business rules. Interfaces to allow business analysts and business users to manage business rules directly and in-context, or tools to allow such interfaces to be built and maintained, are critical elements of a robust approach to managing decision logic. These interfaces could be part of an IDE, though this is less common, and a thin-client interface is more likely. Some products provide editing environments for non-technical users based on the Microsoft Office products, specifically Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel.
A variety of metaphors are often used to author business rules. A rule flow or decision flow is used to lay out multiple steps within a decision. Business rules can be specified for each of the steps or tasks in such a flow as a decision tree, decision table, rule sheet, decision graph, decision model, rule family or simply as a list of independent rules. The differences between these metaphors and the value of each will be discussed in a future version of the report.

Verification and Validation

Verification and validation tools that check business rules for completeness, consistency and logical errors help ensure that valid business rules are being written. Such tools should be suitable for both technical and business users to use and should be integrated with the various editing interfaces provided. These tools should ensure that the business rules being authored are at least potentially valid. They cannot tell if the business rules are the right ones for the business or if they handle every business scenario but they can tell if they are structurally and logically complete and that they handle known variations in data such as lists of values.

Testing and Debugging

Testing and test management tools that support unit, system and acceptance testing are a necessity. While there are circumstances in which business rules change so rapidly that formal testing is not part of the release cycle, most organizations will still have a set of tests they wish to run before allowing a new set of business rules to be deployed. Managing these tests should be straightforward. Business rules must sometimes be tested with other new components in the context of a broader application deployment and being able to test the business rules in this context is useful. Many products support integration with open test management standards such as xUnit.

Technical users, and ideally less technical ones, should also be able to debug business rules. They should be able to walk through the business rules executing in a decision to see what happens in specific cases. This may be supported only for a local test environment or for both local and production environments.

Impact Analysis

Impact analysis and business simulation tools to allow non-technical users to see the impact of a set of rule changes on their business outcomes are an increasingly important part of managing decision logic. Business analysts and business users will not generally be willing to make changes to business rules unless they can see what impact a change will have. Similarly when a change must be made to the business rules, due to a regulatory or policy change for instance, business users will want to
see the likely impact of this change. The results must be presented in business terms to be useful—an increase in profitability, a reduction in fraud, etc.

These facilities may be provided as a batch tool for running historical or sample data through a set of business rules or as a more interactive tool allowing a business user to select the data they care about and running new or changed rules against that data. The best practice is clearly moving this closer to the editing of the rules themselves with the potential business impact of a change being shown automatically as a change is made in the editing tools.

**Data Management**

Decision logic must be integrated with the data that will be available when the business rules are deployed. It needs to provide tools that at least allow technical users to integrate the business rules with the organization’s data. In addition it is useful for a product to be able to bring in large amounts of historical data as well as large test datasets to support effective testing and impact analysis.

**Deployment**

A set of deployment tools that support the deployment of a set of business rules either as executable code or as a package that can be executed by a high performance Business Rules Engine, ideally on multiple enterprise platforms, is required.

One point of confusion is the difference between a Business Rule Engine and a Business Rules Management System. A Business Rule Engine can be part of a complete system for handling all the things involved in working with business rules. It is clearly an important part, but it deals only with execution. It determines which business rules need to be executed in what order. A Business Rules Management System is concerned with a lot more.

Business rules can be executed in a number of different ways once deployed. Some Business Rules Management Systems support inferencing execution. Based on various algorithms, many derived from the original Rete algorithm¹ these determine the correct execution sequence based on the structure of the business rules and the data available when they must be evaluated. As business rules fire and change data the engine reassesses which business rules might need to be fired next. While there are some scenarios that are very difficult or even impossible to handle without inferencing support, they are not common. The key advantages of inferencing in normal use are that it allows the business rules to be written in any order and that it

---

¹ The original algorithm is described in “On the efficient implementation of production systems” Charles Forgy’s Ph.D. Thesis, Carnegie-Mellon University, 1979. Extensive development and refinement has resulted in multiple, distinct versions of the algorithm.
ensures business rules are re-evaluated when the data used in their conditions changes.

Business rules can also be executed in a sequential way, using the order specified for the business rules at design time. In many scenarios, especially when most business rules in a set will be executed for most transactions, this approach is faster. It also allows business rules to generate code, which can result in smaller and more portable deployments.

Finally a number of products offer designed execution where the rules are executed sequentially but the order is determined by automated analysis of the business rules at deployment time. This simplifies execution but allows business rules to be written and edited in any order without any unexpected impacts on their behavior as the deployment time analysis will sequence the new and changed business rules appropriately.

For most business scenarios all these approaches work well. Each approach has its own set of best practices in business rule writing.

**Repository**

Last, but by no means least, products should offer an enterprise-class repository for storing and managing business rules. This repository may be a complete decision management repository that also stores predictive analytic models and optimization models. It is more likely to be one that only manages business rules. It should provide access control and security, audit trails for changes made to the business rules and versioning at a number of levels. An extensible repository that allows additional information to be added as well as an API for repository access can improve the integration of the product with other enterprise components. Some products provide integration with source code control systems, allowing business rules to be stored and managed alongside code used in the rest of the application.
Embedding Predictive Analytics

Embedding predictive analytics requires a software component for the creation, validation, management, deployment and ongoing re-building of predictive analytic models. Such a Predictive Analytics Workbench allows a data miner, data scientist, analytics professional or business analyst to explore historical data and use various mathematical techniques to identify and model potentially useful patterns in that data.

For the purposes of this report we are not concerned with the use of data mining or predictive analytic workbenches for one-off research projects to answer a specific question or with the construction of statistical models per se. Only models that can be applied to a specific transaction or item to classify it or make a prediction about it are included. Other forms of data mining and predictive analytics can have tremendous value to an organization but they are not relevant to this discussion of Decision Management Systems.

The predictive analytic models created can predict a binary outcome (yes or no), provide a number (often representing a probability or ranking of likelihood) or a selection from a list (of products for instance). They might also cluster or group based on likelihoods and may identify what item is associated with what other items.

Data mining and predictive analytics allow organizations to turn historical data into useful, actionable analytic insight.

Data mining and predictive analytic models are often grouped with business intelligence, reporting and visualization under the general term “analytics”. Data mining and predictive analytics differ from business intelligence capabilities in a number of ways:

- They are focused on extracting meaning about the likely future rather than summarizing or understanding the past—they use historical data to make predictions about what is likely in the future.
- They are probabilistic rather than definitive in that they rarely if ever make a prediction that something concrete is definitely going to happen. Generally they say how likely something is, make a prediction with a certain degree of confidence, or rank order a set of possible outcomes from most to least likely.
- Rather than relying on the visual processing power of humans to see patterns in data, they rely on mathematical algorithms to explicitly extract these patterns from the data.

This last point has an important consequence for predictive analytic workbench products being used to develop Decision Management Systems. These products
must do more than simply define the right mathematical models. Presenting the results of a predictive analytic project as mathematics or even as visualizations and reports is not sufficient. It must be possible to use the product to both produce an effective predictive analytic model and embed such a model into an operational system. Unless the predictive analytic models produced can be effectively embedded they will not be useful for Decision Management Systems.

A predictive analytic workbench needs to support a range of activities that are generally performed in a highly iterative way:

- Integration with a wide range of data sources so that data can be brought into a modeling environment for analysis. These data sources might be systems that are internal to the organization or external data. Increasingly these sources go beyond traditional relational data sources to unstructured and semi-structured data.
- Cleaning, integration, summarization and exploration of this data including sampling, identifying outliers, providing distribution statistics and more.
- The creation of an analytical dataset suitable for analysis including identifying and creating potentially useful derived variables, and managing very large datasets with thousands of attributes (both original and derived).
- Automated or mostly automated analysis of very large numbers of records using a variety of algorithms such as classification, decision trees, linear and logistic regression, clustering, neural networks, nearest neighbor and more. Increasingly the use of ensemble methods, where multiple techniques are applied in combination, must also be supported.
- Creation of analytic representations, models, based on this analysis such as predictive scorecards, functions or business rules.
- Validation of these models to prove they will be predictive with data not used to build them as well as assessment of their effectiveness in making predictions.
- Deployment of these models into an execution environment or as code that can be independently executed.
- The definition and management of repeatable processes or workflows to handle all these steps so that they can be repeated with new data, as part of assessing multiple possible approaches or with minor edits as the user evolves their approach.

One of the most important facets of these kinds of workbenches is their support for an industrial scale process for building predictive analytic models. Predictive analytic model building used to be something of a cottage industry, with each modeler making their own choices for scripting language and a largely manual process. This approach relies heavily on the skills of the modeler and is hard to scale. With organizations increasingly needing dozens or hundreds of models, a more industrial process is called for. This does not eliminate the skill of a modeler, but it does
require more repeatability, automation and scalability in the way predictive analytic models are built and managed. This is where a predictive analytic workbench is essential.

A predictive analytics workbench gives data miners and possibly business analysts the ability to derive useful probabilities about the future from potentially large amounts of data about the past. These probabilities may group or segment customers or other records, identify the propensity of someone to do something (buy, churn, respond, visit), determine the strength of an association between two records or identify what is likely to be the best combination among many possible ones.

Embedding predictive analytics requires the following capabilities. In a future release of the report a set of specific items to look for in each category will be identified.

**Data Management**

Predictive analytic models are typically built from a large amount of data, often pulled from multiple data sources. A predictive analytic workbench must be able to connect to and retrieve information from a variety of structured and unstructured data sources as well as flat files of various kinds.

**Data Preparation**

The data available is often not immediately suitable for the construction of predictive analytic models. A predictive analytic workbench provides a variety of tools to allow the clean up and integration of data prior to modeling. These tools include renaming and re-categorizing data fields, imputing missing values, filtering outliers, extracting samples and transforming data to make it more suitable for modeling. The end result of this data preparation work is what is often called an analytical dataset—a large set of data attributes (some original, some derived) with any hierarchical structure “flattened” into a single list of attributes.

**Data Visualization and Analysis**

Modeling efforts typically begin with exploration of the data available to develop some understanding of the data and of the patterns in that data. A rich set of visualization and graphical tools as well as statistical analysis routines help find the hidden patterns and relationships that might drive an effective model. These tools are often used in conjunction with the data preparation tools so that problems found in graphing the data, for instance, can be corrected in a data preparation routine. The same visualization and analysis tools will also be used to assess model outcomes once models have been developed.
Modeling

At the core of a predictive analytics workbench is a model creation environment suitable at least for data miners and other analytic users. The modeling environment might also allow business analysts to create and manage the modeling process—typically through a combination of automation and simplified interfaces.

Some predictive analytic workbenches are designed for expert users. Some are primarily aimed at these experts but provide simplified interfaces that aim at a broader audience. Some are designed with a single environment that works for both expert and less expert users. While the style of interface and its expectations can vary, all these workbenches create predictive analytic models and related resources in some form of shared repository.

The modeling environment typically involves laying out a series of steps that will result in the construction of a model or models that can be evaluated for performance. Steps will include data preparation and analysis as well as the execution of one or more algorithms from an extensive set. Algorithms supported include clustering, association, linear and logistic regression, decision trees, support vector machines, Bayesian modeling and nearest neighbor techniques to name a few. It is increasingly common to find ensemble models where several techniques are applied, or one technique is applied with different parameters, and the results aggregated in some fashion to create a single, overall ensemble model².

Some predictive analytic workbenches can take advantage of in-database modeling engines that can handle some of the data preparation tasks as well as execute the modeling algorithms themselves on the database server that contains the data being analyzed. This improves performance by eliminating the need to move data from the database to a separate analytic server and takes advantage of the increasingly powerful servers supporting data infrastructure.

Model Validation

Regardless of which technique or set of techniques is used, model performance assessment and comparison tools are used to see how well a model performs. Different models can be compared and tools such as lift curves (comparing selection using a model to a random distribution) used to see how effective the model would be in production. These tools typically use new data (data that was not used to build the model) to see how predictive the model would be once deployed.

² Ensemble models are explored extensively in “Handbook of Statistical Analysis and Data Mining Applications” (Elsevier, 2009) by Nisbet, Elder and Miner.
Deployment and Scoring

Once the final model or models have been identified they must be deployed. A predictive analytic workbench may allow multiple approaches to deployment:

- Models can be used to score data in a batch mode, applying the results back to the database that contained the data from which the model is built.
- Some predictive analytic workbenches can act as a real-time scoring server using their own scoring engine and providing a web services or other API to allow it be called during decision-making.
- Scoring code can also be generated (as C or Java, as SQL or as business rules) so that it can be deployed to a Decision Service for real-time scoring.
- In-database scoring is also available, with the definition of the model being pushed to the analytic infrastructure where the scoring engine is running.
- A number of predictive analytic workbenches also allow models to be generated using the Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML), allowing the model to be executed by any business rules or scoring engine that supports this standard.

Model Monitoring

Models are built from a snapshot of data. As such they “age”—as time passes the data being fed into the deployed model may look less and less like the data from which it was built. A predictive analytic workbench needs tools to monitor deployed models to see how their performance is varying over time and to identify variations in performance or in data distributions. Many new models are initially deployed to challenge an existing model and the performance of both the original “champion” model and the new “challenger” model need to be compared to see if the challenger is good enough to replace the champion. Model monitoring tools need to identify opportunities to refresh and retrain models and to provide tools to make it easy for users to rebuild models to take advantage of new data.

Model Tuning

Some predictive analytic workbenches provide components for automated model tuning and updating. These machine learning techniques monitor the performance of a model as it is used in deployment and automatically adjust its underlying equation based on that performance. Some of these environments can start with no model and gradually build a predictive model based on the results of random experiments while others are designed to be used with pre-defined models. Model Tuning can be left to run forever or it can tune the model within defined boundaries and flag a model for re-building if its performance starts to drift outside those boundaries.

---

3 PMML is an open standard managed by the Data Mining Group that provides a standard XML representation of predictive analytic models so that they can be exchanged between multiple products.
Model Tuning capabilities are often deployed in a Decision Service if that is where the model is being executed.

**Repository**

A predictive analytics workbench should offer an enterprise-class repository for storing and managing predictive analytic models. This repository may be a complete decision management repository that also stores business rules and optimization models. It should provide access control and security, audit trails for changes made to models and versioning.

There is a growing category of software products that allow business rules to be specified and managed alongside predictive analytic models built in the same product. The degree to which large numbers of business rules can be managed and the range of predictive analytic models that can be built varies and such a combined product may not therefore support the complexity required for a specific Decision Management System. These products typically allow models built in other predictive analytic workbenches to be integrated also.

**In-database Analytics**

In-database analytics can mean exactly that—analytic capabilities embedded in a relational or columnar database—though the phrase is also used to describe analytic capabilities embedded in data warehouse software, in data appliances and increasingly in Hadoop clusters.

In-database analytic capability is delivered as a set of libraries, User Defined Functions, that deliver analytic or data mining functions such that they can:

- Access the data in the database, data warehouse, appliance or Hadoop file system in situ, without needing to extract it to some interim format.
- Directly use the memory, parallel processing capabilities and load balancing/processor management of the data infrastructure.
- Be accessed both from specialist analytic tools (for model creation or data quality tasks for instance) and from operational systems.

In-database analytic capabilities are specific to a particular database, data warehouse, data appliance or Hadoop distribution. Many vendors offer support for multiple data infrastructure platforms. Some capabilities are provided by the data infrastructure vendors, some by specialty analytic vendors, and some through partnerships between analytic and data infrastructure vendors.
**In-Database Analytics Capabilities**

For Decision Management Systems, the core capabilities to look for today in an in-database analytic product are:

**In-database data preparation and quality**

Data preparation, integration and cleaning often consumes 60-70% of the time and effort on an analytic project. In a traditional approach, data is extracted from the data infrastructure in which it is stored, processed through various preparation steps and then presented to the analytic modeling algorithms that need it.

With in-database capabilities, however, these steps all execute in-database. This means the original data is not extracted from the database but is processed in situ. The resulting cleaned and transformed data may be stored in the data infrastructure or passed out to a predictive analytic workbench for further processing. The net is that data required for analytic modeling is transformed in-database.

**In-database model development**

In-database model development allows predictive analytic models to be developed using algorithms embedded in the data infrastructure. These algorithms access tables and views directly to get the data they need, process the data using the data infrastructure’s processing capabilities, and create a predictive analytic model. This model may be stored in the data infrastructure for in-database scoring or it may be passed out for use elsewhere. These capabilities may be integrated with an external predictive analytic workbench.

**In-database model deployment and scoring**

In-database model deployment and scoring infrastructure takes models developed using some combination of in-database modeling infrastructure and a predictive analytic workbench and executes them in an operational datastore so they are available to operational systems accessing that datastore. This generally involves turning models into UDFs or stored procedures that can be called using SQL and that take database fields as input.

In the future, more extensive support for analytic model management and for wrapping analytics in business rules for in-database decision-making will become increasingly important.

**The ROI of in-database analytics**

As with any product, a return on investment can come from increased revenue or decreased costs. Predictive analytics often add top-line revenue by boosting sales or driving fraud out. These kinds of returns are due to the use of predictive analytics in general rather than the use of in-database analytics specifically. Nevertheless in-
database analytics offer an ROI both by increasing value (though speed to market, improved accuracy and increased accessibility) and by decreasing costs.

- **Speed to Market**—The key to deriving ROI from in-database analytics is a dramatic increase in speed to market. Using in-database analytics can result in a 10-100x overall reduction in time from when a team starts to when decisions are being made more analytically in a decision management system.

- **Improved Accuracy**—Predictive analytic models developed in-database might be more accurate than those developed more traditionally.

- **Increased Accessibility**—It is likely that the resulting analytics will be more accessible and so more likely to be used in more places, increasing their reach.

- **Lower cost**—Primarily from less hardware and improved utilization.

These are all benefits of in-database analytic technology widely available today. Increasingly integrated model management allows for easier monitoring and managing of deployed models, adding further value.

Longer term the possible deployment of a complete decision—business rules and predictive analytic models—in the database will increase this value significantly by making analytic decision-making pervasive throughout the data infrastructure.

For more information on In-database analytics, [download](#) our white paper on In-Database Analytics sponsored by SAS.

**Standards in Predictive Analytics**

Standards play a central role in creating an ecosystem that supports current and future needs for broad, real-time use of predictive analytics in an era of Big Data. There is a move to real-time scoring, calculating the value of predictive analytic models when they are needed rather than looking for them in a database. At the same time the variety of model execution platforms has expanded with in-database execution, columnar and in-memory databases as well as MapReduce-based execution becoming increasingly common. Modeling too has changed with the open source analytic modeling language R becoming extremely popular. The range of data types being used in models has expanded along with the approaches used for storage. This increasingly complex and multi-vendor environment has increased the value of standards, both published standards and open source standards.

The explosion of interest in predictive analytics has put a premium on standard approaches that will allow the ecosystem to expand to meet demand, especially R. Big Data, driven by increased digitization and the Internet, is commonly described as “the 3 Vs” of Volume, Variety and Velocity. Open source technology has evolved to meet this demand by providing a collection of highly scalable approaches to storing and managing data under the Hadoop label. The role of this open source stack in the predictive analytics market is evolving rapidly as the need to bring this data into the
predictive analytics mainstream has grown. New technologies for data storage combined with this growth of Hadoop have put a premium on approaches that allow predictive analytics to be built and executed in a wide variety of platforms, increasing the interest in PMML—the Predictive Model Markup Language. These three standards—R, PMML and Hadoop—are increasingly important in predictive analytics.

**R**

R is fundamentally an interpreted language for statistical computing and for the graphical display of results associated with these statistics. Highly extensible, it is available as free and open source software. The core environment provides standard programming capabilities as well as specialized capabilities for data ingestion, data handling, mathematical analysis and visualization. The core contains support for linear and generalized linear models, nonlinear regression, time series, clustering, smoothing and more.

The biggest opportunity for R is the number of people using it. It is widely used in academic programs and in not for profit and government projects. As more professionals see analytics in their future, R is also appealing as a tool to learn with. R usage has risen steadily in the Rexer Analytic Survey every year since the survey first started asking about it. In 2013 70% of respondents now report using it while 24% say it is their primary tool. In addition the number of R algorithms available is huge with over 5,300 packages that extend R in some way—it is hard to imagine an algorithm that is not available for R.

R is an open source project, however, and many companies will need commercial support and training services to succeed. In addition parallelism, scalability and performance are an issue, particularly of the base algorithms. Commercial vendors are mitigating this by providing their own implementations. Tooling is also an issue with the basic R environment being script-based. Finally deployment into production is technically complex if using only the base product.

Organizations should make R part of their predictive analytics adoption and roll out strategy. Even for organizations already committed to a commercial platform it makes sense to take advantage of R at some level and organizations should explore their platforms support for integrating R. Plan on working with a commercial vendor that has a solid plan for R in terms of providing scalable implementations of the algorithms and either a better development environment or integration with graphical modeling tools.
**Hadoop**

Hadoop consists of two core elements—the Hadoop Distributed file System or HDFS and the MapReduce programming framework. An open source project, Hadoop development started in 2004 inspired by earlier work at Google, and became an official top-level Apache project in 2008. HDFS is a highly fault tolerant distributed file system that runs on low-cost commodity hardware, allowing very large amounts of data to be stored cheaply. MapReduce is a programming framework that breaks large data processing problems into pieces so they can be executed in parallel on lots of machines close to the data that they need to process.

Hadoop provides a distributed, robust, fault tolerant data storage and manipulation environment that is well suited to the challenges of Big Data. The use of commodity hardware allows it to scale at low cost while the ability to apply the schema of data only when it is being read means Hadoop is very flexible for a wide variety of data types. Storage and processing are streaming-centric and this enables the environment to handle fast moving data.

Hadoop is, however, a programmer-centric environment and there is no support for SQL in the base environment. Hadoop structures are better at batch processing than they are at interactive systems and Hadoop lacks any specific data mining or predictive analytics support.

Hadoop has a lot of potential for companies adopting predictive analytics but it must be applied in context. Beginning with a business problem—a decision that must be made—determines the analytics that will be required and thus what kind of data will be required. This creates a use case for Hadoop by identifying a business problem that requires data not already available in existing infrastructure. Organizations that lack familiarity with open source should consider one of the commercial organizations that support Hadoop. Once Hadoop becomes part of the data infrastructure for an organization it is important that it is supported by the rest of their decision management infrastructure.

**PMML**

PMML is an XML standard for the interchange of predictive analytic models developed by the Data Mining Group. The basic structure is an XML format document that contains data dictionary, data transformations and models. PMML started in 1998 with 0.7, moving to a 1.0 release in 1999. Since then the standard has seen multiple releases with 4.1 being the most recent (in 2011). The 4.x releases marked a major milestone with support for pre- and post-processing, time series, explanations and ensembles.

PMML offers an open, standards-based approach to operationalizing predictive analytics. Support for PMML is increasingly broad-based with analytic tools, databases, data warehouses and server deployments. Business rules and other development environments also increasingly support it.
The primary challenge for PMML, as it is for any standard, is to get the vendor community to regard support for it as more than just a “check the box” capability. Standards such as PMML also struggle to get vendors to stay current and support the latest release. For PMML this is particularly an issue for the support in PMML 4.x of pre- and post-processing. Finally not everything that can be done in predictive analytic tools can be generated into PMML.

All organizations approaching predictive analytics should include PMML in their list of requirements for products. Selecting analytic tools that do a good job of generating and consuming PMML and identifying operational platforms that can consume and execute PMML just makes sense. While organizations committed to a single vendor stack may be able to avoid this requirement, even there the ability to bring models developed by a consortium or third party into that environment may well prove critical while partners may need to execute models but not share the same vendor stack.

**Future Standards**

There are also some future developments that are worth considering—the new Decision Model and Notation (DMN) standard, growing acceptance of Hadoop 2 and planned updates to PMML.

The Object Management Group recently accepted a new standard, the Decision Model and Notation standard. DMN provides a common modeling notation, understandable by both business and technical users that allows decision-making approaches to be precisely defined.

Hadoop 2.x (technically Apache Hadoop 2.2.0) was released in October of 2013. It’s considered a future development because most Hadoop users are not using it yet. Hadoop 2.x is all about really all about YARN—a resource management system that manages load across Hadoop nodes that allows other approaches besides MapReduce to be used.

PMML Release 4.2 is expected to be released in the first half of 2014. As with 4.1, release 4.2 is expected to improve support for post-processing, model types and model elements. 4.2 is particularly focused on improving support for predictive scorecards (especially those with complex partial scores), adding regular expressions as built in functions, and continuing to expand support for different types such as continuous input fields in Naïve Bayes Models.

For more information on standards in predictive analytics, [download](#) our white paper sponsored by Revolution Analytics, Zementis and the Data Mining Group.
Optimization and Simulation

An optimization suite is an environment for defining and solving mathematical models and for simulating the differences between multiple similar mathematical models. An optimization suite allows a modeler or business analyst to define a business objective and a set of constraints and then “solve” this problem to see how best to run the business. Optimization suites support what is sometimes called Operations Research or Management Science.

There are really three uses of optimization in the context of Decision Management Systems:

- When a decision has a potentially complex answer that involves multiple elements it may be effective to optimize the selection of these elements.
- When a decision answer is a single element then it may be useful to optimize across many decisions to allocate the available answers to each specific decision most effectively.
- When reviewing possible decision-making strategies as part of decision analysis it may be possible to use optimization to tune or select between these strategies.

Optimization allows organizations to either find a feasible solution to a heavily constrained problem or to maximize the value gained from a constrained set of resources by finding the most profitable, quickest or cheapest combination of resources that are allowed. Optimization differs from both business rules and predictive analytics in a number of ways:

- Business rules are absolute where optimization need not be. For instance business rules allow an offer to be made to someone only if certain conditions are true where an optimization model might allocate offers based on where they will be most effective.
- Optimization can be effective when business rules are numerous and potentially contradictory as it allows for trade-offs between values where business rules require defined sets of conditions.
- An analytic model is created through analysis of historical data while an optimization model is built explicitly from business know-how and historical data may be used to see how the model would have worked in the past (though this is not necessary).
- Because predictive analytic models are built and executed separately they are often very quick to execute. Optimization models in contrast must be solved each time they are used and this can require significant time and resources.
An optimization suite needs to support a range of activities:

- Defining a constrained optimization problem as a mathematical model using variables, an objective function and constraints both hard and soft.
- Solving this problem, often multiple times as elements of the problem are changed and re-assessed.
- Integration with a wide range of data sources so that data can be brought in and run through a defined optimization model. These data sources might be systems that are internal to the organization or external data.
- Simulation and comparison of different scenarios by a non-technical user to see what the best choice is likely to be going forward.

An optimization suite gives modelers and possibly business analysts the ability to manage tradeoffs and constraints to find the optimal action to take. An optimization suite requires the following elements:

**Optimization Model Development**

At the core of defining an optimization model is a modeling language of languages. Some optimization suites have their own such language but a number of popular ones exist and some solvers (see below) can support several languages. Most optimization suites will provide an optimization model development environment suitable for modelers to specify models in one of more of these languages. This environment may be based on a commercial available IDE such as Eclipse or Visual Studio.

**Optimization Model Debugging**

Debugging and profiling tools allow modelers to review and change the model to correct for identified problems – find conflicts, relax constraints or profile performance. Models can be complex and even unsolvable so profiling and debugging tools are essential to allow a viable model to be defined.

**Solvers**

Most optimization suites include multiple engines or solvers that apply mathematical techniques to the developed models to “solve” the problems defined in those models. These solvers can be specific to different kinds of problems such as linear programming problems, mixed integer problems, quadratic-problems and combinations such as mixed integer quadratic problems. These solvers may be used to run scenarios, to find optimal actions that can be loaded into a production system as a batch or can execute in a Decision Service to solve an optimization problem as part of a single decision. In addition, many standalone solvers are available.
Data Management

Optimization models are coded or constructed by hand but scenarios typically involve a large amount of data, often pulled from multiple data sources. An optimization suite must be able to connect to and retrieve information from a variety of structured and unstructured data sources as well as flat files of various kinds and present this data for scenario analysis.

Scenario Analysis

Many optimization problems require an interface that allows a business analyst or business user to run and compare scenarios based on these models and associated data. Such scenario analysis involves rich visualization and the ability to bring real world historical data into the system to run through the model. Optimization suites include either scenario analysis interfaces or the ability to rapidly generate such interfaces for a given model.

Deployment

The results of optimization can be deployed in a number of different ways. Deployment tools in an optimization suite may support the deployment of a model as results or recommendations, the packaging of a model to run against a solver running in another environment at run time or the conversion of optimal actions into rules that mimic the assignment of an optimal action.

Repository

An optimization suite should offer an enterprise-class repository for storing and managing optimization models and associated scenarios. This repository may be a complete decision management repository that also stores business rules and predictive analytic models. It should provide access control and security, audit trails for changes made to models and versioning.
Monitoring Decisions

The final area of capability is that of monitoring and improving decisions over time. These capabilities are essential for Decision Management Systems both because decisions are high change components and because the time it takes a decision to come to fruition can be extensive, making it hard to tell good ones from bad ones.

There are many drivers of change in decision making. Regulations change so organizations must change how they make eligibility decisions to remain compliant with those regulations. Policies change so organizations must, for instance, change their validation of suppliers to track new data requirements. Competitors change so organizations that wish to remain competitive must change their discounts or pricing. Markets, such as the financial or credit markets, change so organizations must constantly change the way they assess risk. Consumer behavior changes regularly and continually so organizations working with consumers must constantly address these changes in their decision-making. Finally, of course, fraudsters adapt and seek new loopholes to exploit so organizations must change how they detect and process fraud to focus on new fraud as it develops.

In addition to outside changes that explicitly drive changes to decision-making, organizations want to continuously improve their decision-making. The challenge for some decisions is the time it takes for decisions to play out—it may be weeks or months before an organization knows if the decision was a profitable one for instance. To continuously improve in these circumstances it is essential to be able to conduct experiments and compare their results. Such an experiment makes the same decision in two or more different ways, applying the different approaches to different transactions and comparing the results. Sometimes called adaptive control, champion-challenger or A/B testing, these approaches drive continuous improvement in decision making.

As shown in Figure 4: Continuous improvement in decision making below, this approach requires that the results of a decision be evaluated, predictive analytic models and business rules updated and refined and new “challengers” or alternatives developed. These are fed back into the decision-making loop and used to make future decisions. The results of these decisions are evaluated in turn with successful experiments being adopted, unsuccessful ones dropped and new ones developed in a continuing cycle.
Figure 4: Continuous improvement in decision making

The capabilities to support monitoring and improving of decisions are not typically found in a single software product. Instead these capabilities drive the requirements for products used for both decision logic management and embedding predictive analytics.

**Logging**

The primary capability required for decision monitoring is that of logging decision execution. When a decision is made by the Decision Management System it must be possible to log how that decision was made, what business rules fired. This log should include any predictive analytic model scores calculated during the decision as well as the specific action recommended by the Decision Management System.

In addition, these decision-making logs should be stored in a way that allows them to be integrated with information about the response of customers and others to the decision—did the customer accept the offer, did the salesperson override the price with an additional discount, was the deal closed and so on. The long time results such as orders placed or customers retained that can be attributed to these responses are logged by other systems. It should be possible also to tie the decision-making specifics to these results.

While logging is essential for ongoing improvement of decision making, logging also supports compliance and audit needs by providing complete execution transparency.
When an audit or compliance review is conducted it will be possible to tell exactly how a decision was made and whether or not that decision followed the correct guidelines.

**Experimentation**

To ensure continuous improvement of decisions it will often be necessary to conduct experiments. These experiments typically involve multiple approaches to either the decision logic of the decision, the predictive analytic models used in the decision or both⁴. Additional decision logic must be managed to determine which of the approaches should be applied to a specific customer or transaction and it must be possible to record this as part of the decision itself.

All products suitable for managing decision logic can manage experiments in this way. Some products for decision logic management have additional capabilities built in to make it easy to manage, review and compare the various approaches being used within a decision.

**Decision Performance Management**

The performance of a decision can and should be managed and monitored in the same way any other aspect of business performance is managed and monitored. Generally it is straightforward to apply the standard performance management capabilities of an organization to decision logs to see trends, hotspots, etc.

**Business User Decision Logic Management**

While changes to decisions and decision logic are sometimes extensive, requiring all the capabilities described above, sometimes more localized and focused changes are required. These should generally be made by business users so that a full IT cycle can be avoided for what could be regular, minor updates. To make this work it must be possible to use the decision logic management capabilities for non technical users to present a business person with their own business rules, in context. Ideally this environment will only allow them to make changes that make sense and will present no unnecessary information. Most products for managing decision logic either include suitable interfaces or allow suitable interfaces to be developed.

**Impact Analysis**

As noted above it is important to provide impact analysis tools to allow non-technical people to rapidly see the business impact of any changes they make. This should cover both design impact and execution impact and involves more business-centric functionality than is required for testing. Impact analysis tools may need to

---

consider changes to decision logic, to predictive analytic models or to both. See above under *Overall Architecture*.

**Alternatives Assessment**

When multiple decision making approaches are being used in parallel it will be essential that the effectiveness of these alternatives can be assessed. Capabilities such as swapset analysis (showing which customers, for instance, would get offer B rather than offer A) as well as more general comparison of business performance metrics are critical. In addition, simulation and what-if analysis tools that can use each alternative approach and compare the outcomes of multiple simulations based on the approaches will be required.

**Model Monitoring**

See above under *Embedding Predictive Analytics*.

**Model Tuning**

See above under *Embedding Predictive Analytics*. 
Key Characteristics

Experience in working with organizations that are developing Decision Management Systems shows that while there are many ways to develop them effectively, certain key characteristics come up repeatedly as critically important. These characteristics fall into a number of areas including the completeness of the platform, engagement of business users, architectural flexibility, organizational scale and decision monitoring.

This set of characteristics is neither a definition of a complete set of features and functions required to build a Decision Management System nor a complete list of characteristics for any of the product categories. It is intended as a set of characteristics you can look for in products you are purchasing or using that will support a focus on Decision Management Systems.

The key characteristics of platforms are:
- Platform Completeness
- Business User Engagement
- Architectural Flexibility

Platform Completeness

A small number of vendors offer a complete platform for building Decision Management Systems. These platforms handle decision logic or business rules, support data mining and predictive analytic modeling, include constraint-based optimization and provide monitoring and integration capabilities for deployed systems. While it is not necessary to buy a complete platform from a single vendor, it is valuable for products to see themselves as part of a broader ecosystem. For instance Business Rules Management Systems that are “aware” of predictive analytics and offer integration with such systems and predictive analytic workbenches that offer business rules-friendly deployment options are more suitable for Decision Management Systems than more narrowly focused products.

Complete Platform

A complete platform is an integrated set of offerings that allow for the management of decision logic, the building and deployment of predictive analytic models and the mathematical optimization of decisions. These offerings are either a single product or a product set with a common user interface, shared repository and common tooling that operates across the products. Support for decision monitoring and analysis is either provided or the data is made available to standard reporting and dashboard components.
Complete Ecosystem

A company may not offer a complete platform for Decision Management Systems themselves while still supporting a complete platform through their ecosystem. By supporting open standards such as PMML and by partnering with other vendors that offer more pieces of the puzzle, vendors can offer a Complete Platform Ecosystem.

Openness

Some companies are not focused on Decision Management Systems but on providing a specific component. They may be focused only on managing decision logic, building predictive analytic models or constraint based optimization. They may not even think of themselves as participants in the development of Decision Management Systems. These companies are not likely to have a complete platform nor are they likely to actively partner to develop a complete platform ecosystem. Their products can still be easy to integrate and use alongside other products and can support standards such as PMML for predictive analytic models or JSR-331\(^5\) for constraint-based optimization. For standalone products focused on a specific technology market this kind of openness is critical in being part of a complete platform for Decision Management Systems.

Business User Engagement

The agility and adaptability of Decision Management Systems crucially relies on the engagement of business users. The extent to which products being used to build these systems can bring business users into the development team is therefore critical. Products that focus on allowing business users to read and write decision logic, participate actively in building or reviewing analytic models and allow non-technical users to run through scenarios are more likely to be successful that those focused only on technical developers.

Business User Analytic Modeling

Analytic tools can engage business users by providing an environment designed for non-technical users to create and use analytic models. This might be a complete environment that uses automation and machine learning algorithms to build predictive analytic models with minimal data mining expertise required. Such use of machine learning algorithms and automation should be complemented by user interfaces, reporting and automated checks designed to support a less knowledgeable user. These additional capabilities can ensure that problems such as overfitting are avoided and that test and validation data is automatically set aside, for instance.

\(^5\) More information on JSR 331 can be found at [http://jcp.org/aboutJava/communityprocess/final/jsr331](http://jcp.org/aboutJava/communityprocess/final/jsr331)
Alternatively a product might be a business user friendly environment layered on top of a more typical data mining/predictive analytic workbench. This would use wizards and other simplifying features to make it possible for non technical users to do data mining and create predictive analytic models. Generally these environments integrate with the more traditional modeling environment and store models in the same repository such that modeling specialists can refine or enhance the models built using these less technical interfaces.

**Business User Rule Management**

The management of decision logic by non-technical users, non programmers, is a key element in delivering the agility required of a Decision Management System. While any product focused on managing business rules or decision logic might be said to allow some business user rule management, true business user rule management requires a number of elements.

First the rules themselves must be approachable. Using declarative statements in place of procedural code so that each rule can be considered and edited independently as well as the use of a business user vocabulary not technical data element names in rules will ensure readability and clarity. Supporting a verbose, readable syntax in near natural language rather than terse programmer-centric constructs helps as does emphasizing graphical editing of rules in decision tables, rule sheets, decision trees, decision graphs and decision flows so that as little as possible has to be written out “longhand.”

Because business users are not programmers, testing tools need to be accessible to them and excellent completeness and correctness checks are essential. Ideally these tests are performed inline, as business rules are edited, to ensure that obvious mistakes and omissions are avoided.

Business users do not like technical environments designed for programmers so support for the editing of business rules outside these environments through a web interface or a point and click, business friendly editing environment makes rules more accessible. Such editing environments might include support for editing using standard Microsoft Office products also. Ideally these editors will be embeddable or mashable so that rule management can be embedded in environments focused on a specific business task rather than on rule editing.

**Support for a learning curve**

Most organizations will not be able to jump straight to either business user analytic modeling or business user rule management. They will need to bring business analysts on board first, exposing some of the tasks previously performed by IT or analytic teams to these semi-technical users. Over time the role of business analysts can be expanded and true business users brought in to work on certain elements. Products that provide way stations and gradual increases in complexity through
multiple editing environments will be easier to adopt than those with a more limited set of options.

For example, a product that allows users to bring analytics to bear incrementally rather than all at once will improve analytic adoption. If simple interfaces allow access to candidate association rules and proposed splits in decision trees then users will become gradually accustomed to the power of analytics to improve their decision logic. Over time they can be exposed to completely data-driven decision trees, unsupervised clustering and ultimately more complex predictive analytic models. Similarly a variety of rule editors that allow a user only to change numeric values in a locked-down rule can get users used to the idea that they can change decision logic. Over time editors that allow new rules to be built based on templates and perhaps new rules to be built using a point and click editor can bring users up the learning curve gradually.

**Impact Analysis**

One of the biggest barriers to business users taking ownership of their decision logic, in fact probably the biggest single one, is an inability to see what the impact of a change will be. Products that provide strong impact analysis tools, especially tools that allow a non technical user to see how the change they are considering will impact their business results, will be more able to drive successful business user engagement.

Impact analysis can be done using functions designed for regression or performance testing. The ability to do impact analysis and simulation using real data in a business friendly way is invaluable, however. This involves simple to use interfaces for loading data, an ability to assign business value to different outcomes and generally the ability to get results into Excel for further analysis. Ideally the environment should continuously perform impact analysis as changes are being made so that all edits are made in the context of their business impact.

**Impact on application context**

Simulating the impact of a change on the application or process context in which the decision is being made is sometimes critical. For instance, the impact of a change to fraud detection decisions may be best considered in terms of the workload create for fraud investigators and the average handle time for fraud cases. These measures are not measures of the decision performance alone but include process / application design issues. An ability to determine the broader business impact of specific changes made to decision-making is a potentially very powerful capability.

It may seem that this requires the application or process context and decision-making technologies to share a vendor. Certainly this capability is easier to provide in those circumstances but most organizations will ultimately find themselves in a more heterogeneous environment as noted above, so more flexible capabilities that
allow decision simulation to be integrated with simulation capabilities from other tools should be valued as well as more packaged capabilities.

**Architectural Flexibility**

Decision Management Systems automate decisions that must often be used in multiple channels where these channels may be supported by different applications and architectural approaches. Decisions may need to be made as part of business processes, in response to events detected or in support of legacy environments. A degree of architectural flexibility is therefore very useful in products used to develop Decision Management Systems. Support for multiple platforms and deployment styles as well as a wide range of integration options helps a lot.

**Cloud ready**

The recent growth of the cloud as a platform for enterprise applications means that more organizations are increasingly relying on cloud-based solutions for CRM, HR and other applications. Because Decision Management Systems must integrate with these systems it is becoming increasingly important for products used to build Decision Management Systems to be cloud-ready. This means being able to connect to cloud-based systems to access data and being deployable to the cloud so that decision services can be easily integrated into cloud-based systems.

The cloud also has a lot to offer for the development of Decision Management Systems. Many tasks, such as building predictive analytic models and running simulations or impact analysis, require a great deal of computing power. Being able to push analytic modeling tasks, simulation runs and impact analysis execution onto cloud-based resources means these can be run in background while the user works on something else using their personal computer and can greatly increase the scope of what is possible in these tasks. For products being evaluated for Decision Management System construction the ability to integrate cloud resources for these high compute power tasks offers great productivity increases.

**Heterogeneous environment**

Most organizations of any size have a heterogeneous environment with multiple operating systems, multiple databases, different communication protocols etc. Different channels have different systems, mobile devices and in-store or kiosk/ATM machinery is unique and organizations often have layers of computing equipment of different ages. No organization ever has a single, coherent architecture across all its systems, at least not for long. Because decision-making components must often support multiple channels and be consistent across multiple systems, products for Decision Management Systems should have multiple deployment options and be easy to deploy and integrate with these different operational environments.
Organizations are often heterogeneous in another way. Some organizations use multiple business rules management systems, many use multiple predictive analytic workbenches as analytic modelers choose their own or use a tool to get access to a specific algorithm. Tools that recognize they must operate in this environment will generally be preferred therefore, especially in the ongoing evolution and management of Decision Management Systems e.g. in analytic model management.

**Embeddable management and control components**

Decision Management Systems do not stand alone. In particular the management and control of Decision Management Systems should be easy to integrate into other management and control interfaces. For instance it should be easy to integrate analytic model management reporting with more general business performance reporting and business rule management components should be embeddable in other interfaces. A key criteria then for products used to build Decision Management Systems should be how easy is it to embed management components into portals and dashboards built using other tools, feed analytic model management data or rule performance data into a regular performance management environment and so on.

**Big Data Support**

There is tremendous interest in "Big Data" at the moment as the rapid growth of social media, weblog data, sensor data and other less traditional datasources creates new challenges for managing this information. While much of this interest has been around supporting queries and reporting, organizations are beginning to use these new data sources in their Decision Management Systems. Products that can support both traditional and newer Big Data sources therefore offer increased scope for organizations going forward.

Support for Big Data involves being able to bring potentially very large amounts of data stored in NoSQL systems such as Hadoop into analytical modeling as well as into the operational environment. As many of these sources are less structured it also involves supporting text analytics and operations that use text operators. Flexibility in data definition, so that the variety and velocity of these data sources do not disrupt operations will also make a big difference.

Big Data is often described in terms of an increase in volume, an increase in velocity and an increase in variety: More data, of more types, arriving more quickly. This increase in Big Data volume, variety and velocity has clear implications for Decision Management Systems. See the section on Big Data for more details.

**Decision Monitoring**

Most products used for developing systems are unconcerned with the operation of those systems once they are deployed. Products used to develop Decision
Management Systems, in contrast, offer much more value if they are able to support the ongoing monitoring and improvement of the decision-making embedded in those systems. Products that provide analysis and other tools that integrate with deployed systems are particularly useful in this regard.

**Decision Performance**

Measuring overall decision performance by tying decision outcomes and decision-making approaches to business results is an important aspect of Decision Management Systems. In practical terms this means be able to easily log the decisions made, including those made as part of A/B or Champion/Challenger tests, so that they can be integrated with overall business performance data in a reporting environment. Products that allow this kind of recording to be done automatically or with flags and settings rather than code are preferred as they create a lower maintenance overhead and are more likely to stay up to date as time passes and the decision making in the system evolves.

**Model Performance**

Predictive analytic models are generally built at a point in time and so their performance, in terms of how predictive they are, degrades over time. Predictive analytic workbenches that provide automated facilities for monitoring model performance, for identifying models whose performance is degrading, are to be preferred over those that require a development team to hand code this kind of model performance monitoring. In addition it is often helpful if model performance monitoring tools can support models built in multiple environments as this is a common situation.

**Rule Execution**

One of the most important ways in which decisions can be monitored is through logging the rule execution involved in the decision. While this kind of logging can be hand coded into almost any system, a tool that allows this to be turned on and off for different parts of the decision, that handles this automatically as a background task and that supports it without a significant performance impact is highly desirable. Logs that can be easily stored in database tables and used for reporting and logs that can be easily converted into or viewed in their more verbose format (using actual rule names for instance rather than ids) are also more useful.

**Performance and Scalability**

As with any technology, performance and scalability should be considered as part of a product selection. Most of the products listed in the appendix are scalable and perform well enough for most if not all scenarios. Organizations with specific and very challenging performance and scalability requirements should be sure to
consider these explicitly. For most organizations it is enough to look for solid scalability and for performance adequate to support real-time decisioning.

**Scales up and out**

In general it is more important to consider if a tool scales well than to assess its particular performance on a given piece of hardware. If a product scales up and out well then more or more powerful hardware can be bought and used effectively as demands increase. If a product does not scale then, even if its initial performance is superior, an organization runs the risk that future demands cannot be met.

Products that support multi-core processors, in-memory processing and distributed processing will scale better than those that do not. This is especially important in high compute power functions such as analytic modeling, optimization, simulation and impact analysis.

**Real-time**

There is a general move from batch to real-time decision making in organizations of all sizes and types. Many initial Decision Management Systems, however, are batch oriented or have demands that are not truly real-time with several seconds allowed for responses. Over time most organizations should expect to see more demand for real-time decision making as well increasing needs to support streaming/event-based systems. Products that have the kind of low-latency, time based capabilities these solutions need and therefore to be preferred over those that do not.

**Organizational scale**

Organizations adopting Decision Management Systems generally start with only a single project or two. Over time they become aware of the ROI of Decision Management Systems and the potential for them to change how their organization, its systems and business processes operate. At this point they begin to scale up their plans for Decision Management Systems. Most organizations do not wish to replace the tools with which they are familiar with new tools during this expansion. As a result products with characteristics that support organizational scale will be usable longer. In particular products that support industrialized analytics and enterprise rule management will scale to organization-wide use.

**Industrialized analytics**

When organizations first adopt predictive analytic models they generally only build one or two models. These models are often hand crafted by an analytic practitioner and then deployed by hand into an operational environment through batch updates or manual re-coding of the model. As the use of predictive analytics expands, however, hundreds or even thousands of analytic models may be required by the organization. These models must also be monitored and regularly updated if they
are to maintain their level of predictability. Given that most organizations cannot simply recruit many more analytic professionals, a more scalable process is required.

An industrialized analytic process emphasizes the use of automation in model construction, both to prepare and analyze data sources and to perform some or all of the modeling itself. It focuses on rapid deployment of models to real-time operational environments and monitors these models automatically to identify when they need to be re-built. Analytic professionals are engaged to handle difficult problems, to check on models that show problems or otherwise to supervise and manage a largely automated production line for analytic models. Supporting this environment requires analytic tools that emphasize scale and automation not just model precision.

**Enterprise rule management**

For decision logic the problem is slightly different. Reviewing business rules, comparing them to new regulations or policies and making appropriate changes are still manual activities, even when scaling business rules to the whole organization. The challenges come in being able to find the business rules that matter, ensuring the business rules that should be reused are reused, and in handling governance and security policies. When there are many rules that are owned by different groups and when reuse means that no one organization handles all the business rules in a decision, enterprise-scale management capabilities become essential.

A product that allows federated storage of business rules in multiple repositories, that provides robust integration options with other repositories such as those for services and business processes, and that supports a variety of repository structures will be better able to scale. Similarly support for approval workflows, integrated security and good user management capabilities will be important.
Best Practices in Decision Management Systems

There are four key principles of Decision Management Systems:
- Begin with the decision in mind
- Be transparent and agile
- Be predictive not reactive
- Test, learn and continually improve

Within each of these principles it is possible to identify a number of specific best practices in analysis and design, in development, in deployment and in operation.

Begin with the decision in mind.

Decision Management Systems are built around a central and ongoing focus on automating decisions, particularly operational and “micro” decisions. Developing Decision Management Systems with a focus only on business processes, only on events or only on data is not effective. Understanding the business process or event context for a decision is helpful but the development of Decision Management Systems requires a focus on decisions as a central component of enterprise architecture. Focusing on operational or transactional decisions—those that affect a single customer or single transaction—is a significant shift for most organizations and requires a conscious effort. In particular where the operational decision in question is what is known as a “micro decision”, one that focuses on a how to treat a single customer uniquely rather than as part of a large group, organizations must learn to focus on decision-making at a more granular level than previously.

It is also worth noting that this focus on decisions must come first, before a focus on business rules or predictive analytic models. When it comes to developing Decision Management Systems, the right business rules and most effective predictive analytic models can only be developed if there is a clear decision focus. While the most basic best practice is encapsulated in this principle—begin with the decision in mind—there are some more specific best practices that should be followed.

Decisions as peers for Process

One of the most important aspects of building Decision Management Systems is to ensure that decisions start being treated as peers to business processes. Many organizations that are being successful with SOA and that are successfully adopting new and more advanced development technologies and approaches have done so using a business process focus. A focus on the end to end business process, not on organizational or system silos, and the tying of these business processes to real business outcomes represents a significant improvement in how information technology is applied to running an organization.
To move forward with Decision Management Systems, however, it is necessary to do more than regard decisions as just part of a business process. Our work with clients as well as the evaluation of results from multiple companies shows that organizations that can manage decisions as peers to business processes do better. While it is true that decisions must be made to complete most business processes, simply encapsulating the decisions within the business process is not enough.

Decisions are true peers for processes. Decisions are often re-used between processes and how a decision is made has a material difference on how the process executes. Failing to identify decisions explicitly can result in decision-making logic being left in business processes making them more complex and harder to change. Identifying high level decisions at the same time as you identify high level processes allows your understanding of both to evolve in parallel, keeping each focused and simpler.

**Link Decisions to business outcomes and results**

Your business can be thought of as a sequence of decisions over time. Organizations make strategic decisions, tactical decisions and operational decisions but each decision, each choice, affects the trajectory of the business. In fact, given that each choice you make about products, suppliers, customers, facilities, employees and more is a decision it is clear that decisions are the primary way in which you have a impact on the success or failure of your business. If there is no decision to make then there is no way for the organization to affect its destiny.

One of the first steps, then, in understanding your decisions so that they can drive the development of effective Decision Management Systems, is linking them to business outcomes and results. For each decision you identify it is important to understand what key performance indicators, objectives, or business performance targets are impacted by the decision. Understanding that a particular decision has an impact on a particular measure and understanding the set of decisions that impact a measure has two important consequences. First it enables you to tell the difference between good decisions and bad decisions. A good decision will tend to move the indicators to which it is linked in a positive direction, a bad one will not. Second it enables you to see how you can correct when a measure gets outside acceptable bounds or moves in a poor direction. Understanding which decisions could be made differently gives you an immediate context for solving performance problems.

Building links between decisions you identify and your performance management framework is important as you identify and design your decisions. It is also important to use this information to present options and alternatives to those who are tracking the objectives in a performance management context.
Understand decision structure before beginning

Identifying decisions early, considering them as peers to processes and mapping them to your business performance management environment are all great ways to begin with the decision in mind. Before you start developing a Decision Management System, however, you should understand the structure of your decisions.

The most effective way we have found to do this while working with clients is to decompose decisions to show their dependencies. Decisions are generally dependent on information, on know-how or analytic insight, and on other (typically more fine grained) decisions. Having identified the immediate dependencies of a decision you can evaluate each of the decisions you identified and determine their dependencies in an iterative fashion.

The dependency hierarchy you develop will actually become a network as decisions are reused when multiple decisions have a dependency on a common sub-decision. This network reveals opportunity for reuse, shows what information is used where and identifies all the potential sources of know-how for your decision making whether regulations, policies, analytic insight or best practices.

For more on this approach please see the author's book *Decision Management Systems* and Alan Fish's *Knowledge Automation* in the list of works cited.

Use a standards-based decision modeling technique

Building a Decision Requirements Model using the Decision Model and Notation (DMN) standard captures decision requirements and improves business analysis and the overall requirements gathering and validating process. The Object Management Group (OMG) adopted the [DMN standard](http://www.omg.org/standards/decisions/decisions-model-and-notation) in 2014. Decision Management Solutions is a co-submitter. Other key contributors include FICO, IBM and Oracle.

Decision modeling is a powerful technique for business analysis and for enterprise architecture. While important for all software development projects, decision requirements are especially important for Decision Management Systems projects adopting business rules and advanced analytic technologies, providing a repeatable, scalable approach to scoping and managing the decision-making where rules and analytics are most effectively applied.

For a detailed discussion of decision modeling with the new Decision Model Notation (DMN) standard, download our white paper “[Decision Modeling with DMN](#)”.

Why model decisions

Experience shows that there are three main reasons for defining decision requirements as part of an overall requirements process:
1. Current requirements approaches don’t tackle the decision-making that is increasingly important in information systems.

2. While important for all software development projects, decision requirements are especially important for projects adopting business rules and advanced analytic technologies.

3. Decisions are a common language across business, IT and analytic organizations improving collaboration, increasing reuse, and easing implementation.

**Gaps in current requirements approaches**

Today organizations use a variety of techniques to accurately describe the requirements for an information system.

Most systems involve some workflow and this is increasingly described by business analysts in terms of business process models. Experience shows that when process modeling techniques are applied to describe decision-making, the resulting process models are over complex. Decision-making modeled as business process is messy and hard to maintain. In addition, local exceptions and other decision-making details can quickly overwhelm process models.

By identifying and modeling decisions separately from the process, these decision-making details no longer clutter up the process. This makes business processes simpler and makes it easier to make changes.

However identify decision-making as a task in a process (or as a step in a use case or as a requirement) can result either in long, detailed descriptions that are confusing and contradictory or short descriptions that lack the necessary detail. All this has to be sorted out during development, creating delays and additional costs.

By modeling the decisions identified, a clear and concise definition of decision-making requirements can be developed. A separate yet linked model allows for clarity in context.

**Special needs of business rules and advanced analytics projects**

Successful business rules and analytic projects begin by focusing on the decision-making involved. For business rules projects, clarity about decision requirements scopes and directs business rules analysis. For advanced analytic projects a clear business objective is critical to success. Evidence is growing that specifying this objective in terms of the decision-making to be improved by the analytic is one of
the most effective ways to do this. In both cases, then, it is essential to first define the decision-making required and only then focus on details like the specific business rules or predictive analytic models involved. Specifying a decision model provides a repeatable, scalable approach to scoping and managing decision-making requirements for both business rules and analytic efforts.

Today, many business rules analysis can seem never-ending, with teams trying to capture all the rules in a business area. The result is often a “big bucket o’rules” that are poorly coordinated and hard to manage.

Instead, by understanding which decisions will be made, when and to what purpose, it is now easy to tell when business rules analysis is complete.

For analytics projects, established analytic approaches such as CRISP-DM stress the importance of understanding the project objectives and requirements from a business perspective, but to date there are no formal approaches to capturing this understanding in a repeatable, understandable format. Now business analysts have the tools and techniques of decision requirements modeling to identify and describe the decisions for which analytics will be required. How the data requirements support these decisions, and where these decisions fit, is clarified and the use of analytics focused more precisely.

Read more in the Decision Discovery Section of the Appendix.

**Decisions as a shared framework and implementation mechanism**

Decision modeling provides a framework that teams across an organization can use and that works for business analysts, business professionals, IT professionals and analytic teams. Decisions are more easily tied to performance measures and the business goals of a project. This makes it easier to focus project teams where they will have the highest impact and to measure results.

Many business analysts have known all along that decisions, and decision-making, should be a “first class” part of the requirements for a system. Systems that assume the user will do all the decision-making fail to deliver real-time responses (because humans struggle to respond in real-time), fail to deliver self-service or support automated channels (because there is no human available in those scenarios) and fail front-line staff because instead of empowering them with suitable actions to take it will require them to escalate to supervisors. What business analysts have lacked until now is a standard, established way to define these requirements.

Decision modeling is a powerful emerging technique for business analysis. Using the standard DMN notation to specify Decision Requirements Diagrams and so specify a Decision Requirements Model allows the accurate specification of decision requirements.

Enterprise Architects meanwhile are chartered with fitting business rules and analytic technologies like data mining and predictive analytics into their enterprise
architecture. A service oriented platform and architecture, supported by integration and data management technology does not have obvious “holes” for these technologies. Decisions are both the shared framework and the technical mechanism to easily implement these technologies.

**Be transparent and agile.**

The way Decision Management Systems make each decision is both explicable to non-technical professionals and easy to change. Decision-making in most organizations is opaque—either embedded in legacy applications as code or existing only in the heads of employees. Decisions cannot be managed unless this decision-making approach is made transparent and easy to change or agile. As noted in *Managing Decision Logic* above this need for both design and execution transparency is the primary driver for the use of a Business Rules Management System to manage decision-making logic.

Three main best practices are relevant in this area—design transparency, execution transparency, business ownership and explicable analytics.

**Design Transparency for business and IT**

The first best practice in transparency is that of ensuring design transparency for both business and IT practitioners. Most code that is written is completely opaque as far as non-technical business users are concerned. Much of it is even opaque as far as programmers other than the one that wrote it are concerned. This lack of transparency is unacceptable in Decision Management Systems.

Design transparency means writing decision logic such that business practitioners, business analysts and IT professionals that were not involved in the original development can all read and understand it. This allows the design of the decision-making to be transparent as everyone involved can see how the next decision is going to be made. This supports both compliance, by allowing those verifying compliance to see how decisions will be made, and improves accuracy by ensuring that everyone who knows how the decision *should* be made can understand how the system plans to make it.

From a practical perspective this means writing all business rules so they can be read by business people (even those that will be edited by IT going forward) by avoiding technical constructs such as ++ and terse programmer centric variable names for instance. It means ensuring that a business friendly vocabulary underpins the rules—the use of IT-centric names for objects and properties is one of the biggest reasons business people cannot understand business rules. It also means using graphical decision logic representations such as decision tables and decision trees whenever possible and following rule writing best practices like avoiding ORs and writing large numbers of simple rules instead of a small number of large complicated ones.
Design transparency is the fundamental building block for all other kinds of transparency and for agility.

**Execution transparency and decision logic logging**

It is essential to understand how the next decision will be made. Once decisions have been made, however, it will also be necessary to understand how they were made. The approach to the next decision will change constantly as business situations change or new regulations are enforced. The way the next decision will be made therefore diverges steadily from the way a decision was made in the past.

Execution transparency means being able to go back and look at any specific decision to determine exactly how it was made. The decision logic and predictive analytic models used to make the decision must be recorded, logged, so that the decision-making sequence is clear. Ideally this should be “left on” all the time so that every decision is recorded rather than being something that is only used for testing and debugging. When every decision can be analyzed, ongoing improvement becomes much easier. In an environment where any decision can be challenged, by regulators for example, then such ongoing logging may be required.

Most products support logging to a fairly technical format designed for high performance and minimal storage requirements. This will need to be expanded to be readable by non-technical users and integrated with other kinds of data (such as customer information or overall performance metrics) to deliver true execution transparency.

**Explicable analytics**

While the use of well formed business rules to specific decision logic makes the biggest single contribution to transparency, explicable analytics have a role also. When decisions are made based on specific predictive analytic scores it will be important to be able to understand how that score was calculated and what the primary drivers of the score were. Just like decision logic, the way a score is calculated is likely to evolve over time so it is important that the way a score was calculated at a particular point in time can be recreated.

Some predictive analytic models are more explicable than others. The use of predictive analytic scorecards based on regression models, for instance, allows the contributions to a predictive score to be made very explicit and supports the definition of explanations, reason codes, that can be returned with the score. Thus a customer may have a retention score of 0.62 with two reason codes “Never renewed” and “Single product” that explain where that low score comes from. Decision trees, association rules and several other model types are also easily explicable. In contrast models such as neural networks and other machine learning algorithms as well as compound or ensemble methods involving multiple techniques are often much less explicable.
The value of explicable analytic techniques varies with the kind of decision involved with regulated consumer decisions putting a premium on explicability while fraud detection, for instance, does not.

**Business ownership of change**

The final best practice is to focus ownership of change in the business. This means empowering the business to make the changes they need to the system when they need those changes made or when they see an opportunity in making a change.

Business ownership of change is not essential for a successful Decision Management System. Many, most, of such systems still use IT resources to make changes when necessary. Often these are less technical resources, business analysts rather than programmers, but it is still IT that makes and tests and changes.

Over time most organizations will find that business ownership will improve the results they get from their Decision Management Systems. By empowering business owners to make their own changes (using capabilities like business user rule management and impact analysis) organizations will increase their agility and responsiveness, eliminating the impedance of the business/IT interface. Empowering the business to own their changes is not a trivial exercise, however, and cannot be simply asserted (“here you go, here’s your new business rules interface now please stop calling us”). An investment in suitable user interfaces and tools will be required along with time and energy invested in change management.

**Be predictive, not reactive.**

Decision Management Systems use the data an organization has collected or can access to improve the way decisions are being made by predicting the likely outcome of a decision and of doing nothing. Decisions are always about the future because they can only impact the future. All the data an organization has is about the past. When information is presented to human decision-makers it is often satisfactory to summarize and visualize it and to rely on a human’s ability to extract meaning and spot patterns. Humans essentially make subconscious or conscious predictions from the historical data they are shown and then make their decisions in that context.

When building Decision Management Systems, however, this approach will not work. Computer systems and Business Rules Management Systems are literal, doing exactly what they are told. They lack the kind of intuitive pattern recognition that humans have. To give a Decision Management System a view of the future to act as a context for its decision-making we must create an explicit prediction, a probability about the future. Technology for this is described in **Embedding Predictive Analytics** and **In-database Analytics** above.

Three best practices relate to this focus on turning data into insight. The use of data mining and other analytic techniques to improve rules and analytic/IT cooperation
are best practices in development approaches. A focus on real-time scoring will make for more powerful Decision Management Systems.

**Using data mining with business rules**

Many organizations building Decision Management Systems keep their rules-based development of decision logic and their use of analytics completely separate. At best they only bring the two disciplines together when they reference a predictive score in a business rule. This is a pity and a clear best practice is to do more to drive collaboration in this area, specifically by engaging data miners and data mining approaches in the development of business rules.

To get started with this best practice the first step is to use analytical techniques to confirm and check business rules. Many business rules are based on judgment, best practices, rules of thumb and past experience. The experts involved in defining these rules can often say what the intent behind them is—that a rule is to help determine the best customers or to flag potentially delayed shipments for example. Historical data can be used to see how likely these rules are to do what is intended. For instance the number of customers who meet the conditions in a “best customer” rule or the correlation between the elements tested in the delayed shipment rule and actual delays in shipments. Using data in this way both improves the quality of business rules and helps establish the power of data to improve decision-making.

While reporting and simple analysis tools can help in this area, the use of data mining is particularly powerful for these kinds of checks.

More sophisticated organizations can also use data mining to actually find candidate business rules. Many data mining techniques produce outputs that can easily be represented as business rules such as decision trees and association rules. Using these techniques to analyze data and come up with candidate rules for review by those managing the decision-logic can be very effective. Because the output is a set of business rules it is visible and easy to review, breaking down the kind of reluctance that more opaque forms of analytics can provoke.

At the end of the day the best practice is simple to define—organizations should regard their historical data as a source of business rules just like their policies, best practices, expertise and regulations.

**Analytic and IT cooperation**

The power of predictive analytics is sometimes described as the power to turn vertical stacks of data (data over time) into horizontal information (additional properties or facts). Analytics professionals almost always look at data this way, seeking patterns in historical data that can be turned into probabilities or other characteristics, using analytics to simplify large amounts of data while amplifying its meaning.
The challenge is that IT people do not think of data in the same way. IT departments tend to think of historical data as something to be summarized for reporting and as something to moved off to backup storage to reduce costs or improve performance. They are very familiar with the design of a horizontal slice of the data—it's structure—but not with how it ebbs and flows historically. They will often change data structures to improve operations without considering how it might affect historical comparisons, clean data to remove outliers and to include defaults, or overwrite values as time passes and data changes. Many of these kinds of standard IT tasks are very damaging from the perspective of an analytics team.

A clear best practice then is to improve analytic and IT cooperation around data governance, data storage and management, data structure design and more. In this context the analytic team cannot just be the Business Intelligence, dashboard and reporting team but must include those doing data mining and predictive analytics. While the former are often part of the IT department and well integrated with the rest of the IT function, the latter are often spread out in business units or focused in a risk or marketing function. Building cooperation over time between analytic specialists and IT will reduce costs, improve the value and availability of data for more advanced analytics and make integrating analytics into Decision Management Systems easier.

**Real-time scoring not batch**

A clear majority of organizations applying predictive analytic models today do so in batch. Having developed a predictive analytic model they run daily or weekly updates of their database, adding a score calculated from a model to a customer or other record in the database. When a Decision Management System needs access to the prediction it simply retrieves the column that is used to store the score. Integration is easy because the Decision Management System accesses the score like it does any other data item.

The problem with this is that batch scores can get out of date when data is changing more rapidly than the batch is being run. For instance, a customer propensity to churn score that does not include the problem the customer had this morning or the inquiry they made about cancellation penalties is not going to be accurate. In addition this arms-length integration may be technically simple but it also keeps the IT and analytic teams from needing to work together and is therefore potentially damaging in the long term.

For long term success with Decision Management Systems, and in particular to develop the kinds of Decision Management Systems that will allow you effective response to events and new more mobile channels, organizations need to develop systems that use real-time scoring. A real-time score is calculated exactly when it is needed using all the available data at that moment. This might include recent emails, SoMoLo (Social Mobile Local) data, the opinion of a call center representation on
the mood of the customer and much more. Ultimately being able to decide in real time using up to the second scores, or even score data as it streams into a system so that predictions are available continuously, will be a source of competitive advantage.

**Test, learn and continually improve.**

The decision-making in Decision Management Systems is dynamic and change is to be expected. The way a decision is made must be continually challenged and re-assessed so that it can learn what works and adapt to work better. Supporting this kind of ongoing decision analysis requires both design choices in the construction of Decision Management Systems and integration with an organization’s performance management environment. Both Business Rules Management Systems and Predictive Analytic Workbenches have functionality to make this easier while Optimization Suites can be used to develop models to manage the potentially complex trade-offs that improving decision-making will require.

This kind of continuous improvement relies on many of the features noted earlier such as being able to link decisions to business outcomes and results, having execution transparency and decision logic logging and support for real-time scoring not batch. In addition the development of integrated environments for ongoing decision improvement, broad use of experimentation and moving to automating tuning, adaptive analytics and optimization are all best practices worth considering.

**Integrated decision improvement environment**

To provide an integrated decision improvement environment, organizations should bring together the logs they have on how decisions have been made in the past, information about the business results they achieved using these decisions and the decision logic/analytic management environment itself. Each piece of this environment typically involves a different piece of technology to develop with everything from a business rules management system to an analytic model management tool to traditional dashboard and business intelligence capabilities being used. Providing an integrated, coherent environment where all this is brought together around a particular decision offers real benefits to an organization. When business results can be compared to the decision making that caused them and when the business owner can navigate directly from this analysis to editors allowing them to change future decision-making behavior, organizations will see more rapid and more accurate responses to changing conditions.

**Broad use of experimentation**

Relatively few organizations are comfortable with experimentation. For most, experiments are confined to the marketing department or to low volume experiments where customers and prospects are quizzed on preferences or likely
responses. Some organizations use experimentation to determine price sensitivity and a growing number of web teams use experimentation for website design.

Yet without experimentation it is very hard to see if what you are doing is the best possible approach or to truly see if a new approach would work better. Unless the behavior of real customers or prospects (or suppliers or partners) is evaluated for multiple options, those options cannot really be compared. Asking people what they would do if they got a different option rarely results in data that matches what they actually do when they get that different option.

Organizations that wish to succeed in the long term with analytics and with Decision Management Systems will invest in the organizational fortitude and expertise required to conduct continuous and numerous experiments.

**Moving to automated tuning and adaptive analytics**

The logical extension of a focus on real-time is to focus on automated tuning and adaptive analytics. Today most Decision Management Systems and the analytics within them are adapted manually, with experts considering the effectiveness of the decision and the making changes to improve it. As systems become more real-time, however, this becomes increasingly impractical and suboptimal. Especially in very high volume, quick response situations such as ad serving, the system is continually gathering data that shows what works and what does not. Waiting until a person considers this data before changing the behavior of the system means allowing the system to make poor responses long after the data exists to realize this is going on.

The best practice is to consider the use of machine learning and adaptive analytic engines in these circumstances. Building trust in the organization that analytics work will increasingly allow analytic systems to be left to make more of the decision themselves. Allowing analytic engines to collect performance data and respond to it, perhaps within defined limits, will improve the performance of real-time decision making while reducing the length of time it takes to respond to a change.

Not all decisions are suitable for these kinds of engines. For instance those decisions that have a strong regulatory framework or where the time to get a response to a decision is long will not work well. Where a decision is suitable, however, a clear best practice is to integrate these kinds of more adaptive engines into Decision Management Systems.

**Optimization**

One final best practice in this area is to increase the use of optimization over time. A powerful approach, optimization is often siloed into specific parts of the business and regarded as a little bit of a side bar to “core” analytic efforts. In part this is because the mathematics can be very complex and because the solutions can take a long time to develop. A lack of business user friendly interfaces for reviewing results
and a need to integrate optimization with simulation tools also limit the use of optimization in many organizations.

This is beginning to change, however, as more business friendly interfaces are developed and as optimization tools become more integrated into the overall stack for developing Decision Management Systems. Faster and more stable optimization routines, standard templates and integration with both predictive analytics and business rules are also helping. Organizations should regard the use of optimization as part of their decision design and improvement processes as a best practice and should seek therefore to bring it out of its silos and into the mainstream.
Use Cases

There are many compelling use cases for Decision Management Systems. Any time an organization must make a decision over and over again and where the accuracy or consistency of that decision, its compliance with regulation or its timeliness are important, Decision Management Systems can play an important role. Organizations can often spot such decisions by including a decision requirements step in their enterprise architecture framework and then looking for decision words such as determine, validate, calculate, assess, choose, select and, of course, decide. For instance:

- Determine if a customer is eligible for a benefit
- Validate the completeness of an invoice
- Calculate the discount for an order
- Assess which supplier is lowest risk
- Select the terms for a loan
- Choose which claims to Fast Track

As noted in Suitable Operational Decisions, the decisions have certain characteristics that make managing decision logic, optimizing trade-offs and embedding predictive analytics valuable. It is useful to categorize decisions into various types, though some decisions include characteristics of several types. For instance:

- **Eligibility or Approval**—Is this customer/prospect/citizen eligible for this product/service?
  
  These are made over and over again and should be made consistently every time. The use of a business rules-based system to determine eligibility or to ensure that a transaction is being handled in a compliant way is increasingly common. These decisions are policy and regulation-heavy and the use of a Business Rules Management System to handle all the business rules is very effective. While eligibility and compliance decisions can seem fairly static, changes are often outside of the control of an organization and can be imposed at short notice.

- **Validation**—Is this claim on invoice valid for processing?
  
  Validation decisions almost always operational, they are overwhelmingly rules-based, and the rules are generally fixed and repeatable. Validation is often associated with forms and online versions of these forms are of little use without validation. The move to mobile apps makes validation even more important.

- **Calculation**—What is the correct price/rate for this product/service?
  
  Calculations are usually operational and they are overwhelmingly rules-based. The rules are generally fixed and repeatable but making them visible and manageable using business rules pays off when changes are required or when explanations must be given. Sadly calculations are often embedded in code.
Risk—How risky is this supplier’s promised delivery date and what discount should we insist on?

Making a decision that involves a risk assessment, whether delivery risk or credit risk, requires balancing policies, regulation and some formal risk analysis. The use of business analytics to make risk assessments has largely replaced “gut checks” and predictive analytic models allow such risk assessments to be embedded in systems.

Fraud—How likely is this claim to be fraudulent and how should we process it?

Fraud detection generally involves a running battle with fraudsters, putting a premium on rapid response and an ability to keep up with new kinds of frauds. Managing the expertise and best practices required to detect fraud using business rules gives this agility while predictive analytics can help with the kind of outlier detection and pattern matching that increases the effectiveness of these systems.

Opportunity—What represents the best opportunity to maximize revenue?

Especially when dealing with customers, organizations want to make sure they are making the most of every interaction. To do so they must make a whole series of opportunity decisions such as what to cross-sell or when to upsell. These decisions involve identifying the best opportunity, the one with the greatest propensity to be accepted, as well as when to promote it and where. A combination of expertise, best practices and propensity analysis is required.

Maximizing—How can I use these resources for maximum impact?

Many business decisions are made with a view to maximizing the value of constrained resources. Whether it is deciding how best to allocate credit to a card portfolio or how best to use a set of machines in a production line, deciding how to maximize the value of resources involves constraints, rules and optimization.

Assignment—Who should see this transaction next?

Lots of business processes involve routing or assignment. In addition when a complex decision is automated it is common for some percentage to be left for manual review or audit. The rules that determine who best to route these transactions to and how to handle delays or queuing problems can be numerous and complex, ideal for managing in a Decision Management System.

Targeting—What exactly should we say to this person?

In many situations there is an opportunity to personalize or target someone very specifically. Combining everything known about someone with analytics predicting likely trends in their behavior and best practices, and constraining this to be compliment with privacy and other regulations, individuals can feel like the system is interacting only with them.

The rest of this chapter will focus on specific use cases that have been handled using Decision Management Systems.
The use cases in this section are divided up into a number of categories. Some of these are verticals, such as the section on government operations, while others are focused on categories relevant to multiple industries such as fraud detection or personalization. Within each section a number of real examples are explained but this is not an exhaustive list of possible use cases. The sections are:

- Fraud Detection
- Underwriting and Origination
- Marketing
- Personalization
- Collections
- Government Operations
- Supply Chain Management
- Asset Management
- Manufacturing
- GRC
- Healthcare
- Process Efficiency

Reading all the cases will give you the best feel for the breadth of possible uses of Decision Management Systems but jumping around to sections that seem the most relevant to you will also work, giving you a chance to find use cases that will resonate with you and your partners.

**Fraud Detection**

Many organizations suffer losses from fraud and abuse. These range from fraudulent claims for services that were never performed, to applications for credit for people that don’t exist, to orders that include bribes and illegal payments. In every case an organization must decide whether to accept the transaction as valid, reject it or investigate it for fraud. These decisions are high volume as they must be made for each transaction and are ideal for automation using a Decision Management System. Fraud detection systems typically involve business rules for compliance with policies and regulations as well as predictive analytics to match the current transaction to patterns known to be fraudulent or identify that the current transaction looks very different from legitimate ones.
A wide variety of fraud detection and handling Decision Management Systems are built and fraud detection is one of the primary use cases for Decision Management. Specific examples of use cases are listed below and it should be noted that all these decisions are increasingly combined into an integrated fraud management system.

**Transaction is fraudulent**
The basic fraud detection use case. Organizations will withhold payment, withhold partial credit or decline a payment to prevent fraud. Suitable transactions include warranty claims, insurance claims, credit card payment, auction payment, tax returns and many more. Besides the basics of declining or only partially paying, some Decision Management Systems will identify transactions that require follow-up, such as a call from your credit card issuer, even though the transaction was accepted.

**Application fraud**
A variant on transaction fraud is application fraud. For instance when a consumer or organization is applying for service, especially one provided on credit or involving other risks to the provider, a Decision Management System can be used to determine if the application is fraudulent and how to handle it in terms of review or rejection.

**Identity Fraud**
When someone applies for a service or product, or makes a transaction, it is important that they are who they say they are. At other times, also, the use of a Decision Management System to identify potential identify fraud is highly valuable. Such systems can be part of preventing application or transaction fraud but can also be used independently, such as for security or access control.

**Supplier or provider is fraudulent**
Even when a transaction appears valid it is possible that it is associated with a provider of a service or good that has a pattern of behavior that suggests fraud. Decision Management Systems are used to identify those suppliers or providers of service, in healthcare for instance, that have a pattern of such behavior so that even apparently valid transactions can be reviewed before being paid.

**Fraud network**
The newest Decision Management Systems in fraud are focused on fraud networks. These decide if the combination of customers, suppliers, inspectors and auditors, or the combination of doctor, patient, pharmacist and claimant together represent a fraud risk. Each of the individuals may seem fine, and the transaction likewise, but the network is fraudulent.
Underwriting and Origination

Another well established area for Decision Management Systems is that of underwriting and origination. Whether originating loans, mortgages or credit, or underwriting insurance, these decisions offer a strong use case for Decision Management Systems. Often regulated and constrained by policy, these decisions can be effectively managed using business rules. An assessment of risk is often critical to deciding what price or terms to offer: higher risk customers must provide more documentation or pay a higher interest rate. The use of predictive analytic models to predict risk in these circumstances is also well established. Combining these business rules and predictive analytic models into a Decision Management System is a very effective tool for automating the underwriting decision.

A series of set of decisions are typically involved in originating or underwriting and Decision Management Systems have been built for many of these.

Quoting

An initial calculation of the likely price drives a quoting decision. Some Decision Management Systems provide only an estimated quote while others use more complex decisioning, including a risk assessment, to produce a bindable or committed quote that the company is willing to stand behind. Estimated quotes are often easier to generate with less data, making them appealing to users in a hurry while bindable quotes typically involve more data input and time but are more “solid.”

Underwriting

Underwriting or originating the loan or insurance product typically involved applying both rules (from regulations and policies) and making some kind of risk assessment (credit risk, insurance claim risk etc) by predicting the likelihood of one or more “bad” outcomes using predictive analytic models. Such systems often replace manual decision-making, improving consistency, removing bias and freeing up underwriters or loan officers to focus on complex cases and the overall process.

Some forms of origination and underwriting are sufficiently complex (commercial loans and insurance for instance) that the role of Decision Management Systems is largely in helping a human user either by making some of the component decisions within the overall decision or by at least eliminating options or choices that are not allowed in the circumstances.

Pricing

Pricing a loan or policy is sometimes a separate calculation decision managed by a Decision Management System whether or not the decision to underwrite is automated. These are typically based purely on calculation rules.
Payroll deduction calculation

When applicants are approved for insurance or loans there may be additional calculations that can be automated. One example is a Decision Management System to calculate appropriate payroll deductions and the tax implications of same.

How to approve this request

Some organizations are not interested, willing, or able to automate the decisions themselves. Even in these circumstances Decision Management Systems can play a useful role. Organizations have built Decision Management Systems to manage the approval process (applying regulations and restrictions on how approval is managed and who is involved), to identify the forms and proofs necessary prior to approval and more.

Even when the business decision is left to a human user, Decision Management Systems can improve throughput and efficiency. By handling decisions such as readiness (do we have all the paperwork we need), assignment and routing they can make the manual decision-making flow more quickly and efficiently.

Marketing

The use of Decision Management Systems to focus marketing efforts more effectively is becoming increasingly common as the cost of building and operating Decision Management Systems drops. Where in the past the value of each individual decision had to be quite high to justify a Decision Management System (thus fraud and risk-based decisions dominated), modern platform technologies and pre-configured Decision Management Systems can be used even when the value of each decision is very low. For instance the difference between a good cross-sell decision and a bad one may not be very great, while the difference between a good loan origination decision and a bad one may result in thousands of dollars of losses.

Organizations focused on becoming customer-centric are increasingly turning to an approach known as next best action or next best activity (some more grammatically precise organizations talk about best next action). Such an approach involves considering every action that the organization could take towards a customer—making a cross-sell offer, collecting new information about customer preferences, reminding them to use a product they already own—and ensuring that each opportunity for interaction uses the “best” one for long term customer value. This focus on actions—not just offers—and a desire to centralize and systematically improve the selection of the best action drives a need for a Decision Management System focused on this decision. While these are not limited to marketing actions (they include service and support issues) they are typically rooted in Marketing. See also personalization below.
**Targeted Marketing**

Organizations are trying to ensure that their marketing is more relevant and targeted. They are dividing customers and prospects into increasingly small segments using analytics and then focusing messaging on these segments. Combing business rules and predictive analytics to effectively target every prospect, this approach to targeted marketing relies on a Decision Management System at its core. The need to replace blanket campaigns that send the same offer to everyone with something more focused drives the need for a Decision Management System.

**Next Best Offer**

The classic marketing Decision Management System is to calculate the next best offer for a customer. Such systems apply best practice and contact rules as well as predictive analytic models for propensity to buy to determine which of a company’s products are most appropriate as the “next product” for a customer. This then drives promotional activity.

**Cross-sell**

Related to the next best offer approach is the use of Decision Management Systems to drive cross-sell. Companies are developing these systems to suggest appropriate cross-sell offers in call centers as well as driving them into the check-out process online. Some are even using them in store locations. Improved cross-sell drives higher basket value and can improve loyalty by creating customers with more (product) connections to a company. These decisions are increasingly managed across product lines or lines of business, further increasing the value proposition of a centrally managed system.

**Up-sell**

In an almost identical fashion, companies are using Decision Management Systems to identify a product from within the line of business that is more profitable or advantageous than the one the customer is currently planning to buy. These systems tend to stay within a line of business and are evolving from being rules-based to including analytics to predict what is likely to be accepted so that upsells are not made when they will simply irritate a customer.

**Customer Next-Best-Action**

As noted, some organizations are evolving their marketing and support systems to a next best action approach. These Decision Management Systems coordinate all possible actions (sell this additional product, encourage use of this service the customer already has, recommend this product fix or FAQ answer, ask the customer for this clarification on their data) and selects the one that is most likely to move the customer conversation along and build long term value. These systems involve business rules about who to contact and when as well as definitions of...
product or action eligibility while predictions of propensity to accept and of likely future profitability are at the heart of effective choices. The marketing department typically drives much of this but customer service and support must be involved also if the system is to truly focus on next best action.

**Determine coupon**

Some businesses rely on coupons and on getting coupons (whether paper or electronic) into the hands of customers who will use them in a way that boosts a company’s bottom line. Decision Management Systems are used to determine which customers are eligible for which coupons and increasingly to focus coupon spend analytically where it is likely to have the most impact.

**Personalize offer**

Marketing in some organizations is moving beyond segments and standard offers—who gets which offer—to a focus on personalization. These organizations are personalizing their interactions with customers and prospects using everything they know about a prospective customer. Moving beyond just using names and locations, these Decision Management Systems are making a micro decision about each prospect, generating messages and contact strategies specific to that prospect. Not “which customers get this offer” but “what should we say to this customer right now.”

**Change or prevent behavior**

Some Decision Management Systems send communications designed to change behavior on the part of prospects or customers. These are not necessarily focused on offers or products but send specific information designed to provoke a short term or long term change in behavior. For instance Decision Management Systems have been built to target someone to increase the likelihood they will make a bequest, to increase their loyalty, to reduce the likelihood they will churn and more. These systems use predictive analytics, to identify those most likely to make a bequest for instance, and then use the factors that drive this model to see what content or communication might influence others to do likewise. These systems can also be very real-time and responsive, responding rapidly to competitors and identifying those customers who will be impacted by a change and targeting them with content most likely to counteract that competitor’s behavior and so sustain loyalty.

**Personalization**

Personalization may seem like the realm of Marketing but in fact Decision Management Systems have been used to drive a wide range of personalization beyond that used in marketing offer management. These systems take what is known about a user—information about them, past history, preferences and
increasingly predictions about their likely interests and future behavior—and uses this to personalize some interaction with them. These Decision Management Systems replace one size fits no-one interactions with intensely targeted interactions, allowing users to feel that they are “known” and helping navigate increasingly large pools of information.

**Determine relevance of content**

As organizations try to help users navigate huge volumes of content, Decision Management Systems are increasingly being used to decide what content is relevant to a particular user. Such systems are often necessary as traditional agents or intermediaries are no longer available. In travel, for instance, travel agents used to act as a filter on content for travelers. Now, with more people booking online, a Decision Management System is needed to provide that same filtering as otherwise there is simply an overwhelming amount of information to review.

**Customize advice**

While there is a lot of generic content available today, consumers increasingly look for advice customized to them. By applying expert rules and analytics, Decision Management Systems can be used to customize the advice being given. For instance when giving people weight loss or pain management advice, the results of a questionnaire can drive sophisticated rules and analytics based on medical best practices and research to produce advice that is tailored, specified and relevant.

**Configure Offer, product or service**

In similar fashion some organizations are using Decision Management Systems to configure offers, products or services. Whether computers that are assembled from a wide variety of parts, trucks that can be ordered to meet personal needs or vacation packages, it is often a non-trivial exercise to determine that a particular configuration is allowed or buildable. Decision Management Systems are used to suggest configurations, to match configurations to stated goals and to confirm a custom configuration.

**Optimal price for this customer**

As dynamic pricing has become more common, determining the optimal price for a specific customer has likewise become more common. Using a Decision Management System to correctly price a product or service for a specific customer based not only on their needs and configuration but the value they will place on the product and potentially their ability to pay allow companies to maximize the value of their sales. As more data and more sophisticated systems become available this is focusing on individual customers not just customer segments for truly personalized pricing.
Collections

Collections, chasing down those who owe money to the organization and collecting it, is a complex problem. Traditionally handled with large teams of people "dialing for dollars" and a first-in, first-out or highest dollar value approach to prioritization, collections can be made dramatically more effective using Decision Management Systems. See also personalization above.

Next best action

Some forward looking organizations are using Decision Management Systems to assign collections agents to work dynamically. Instead of having each agent work through their own queue, these systems dynamically prioritize the available collections work and assign it to agents as they become available. Using everything known about the overdue payment, predictions of the likelihood that someone will pay and even the skills of the collection agent, these systems determine the next best collection action.

How to handle non-payment

Even when using standard queuing and assignment systems, collections organizations can benefit from Decision Management Systems. In particular the use of business rules and predictive analytics to determine the most appropriate way to handle non-payment situations is effective at reducing unnecessary calls and increasing collection rates. By identifying those most likely to simply have forgotten and prioritizing a simple reminder, by predicting the amount someone can pay and the likelihood they will stick to a commitment, as well as by ensuring consistent application of collections policy, Decision Management Systems can dramatically improve the way non-payment situations are handled.

Government Operations

While many of the scenarios identified as candidates for Decision Management Systems are commercial, government operations can also use them to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of public sector organizations. More heavily focused on the use of business rules to enforce regulations and associated policy, public sector Decision Management Systems can improve consistency, provide enhanced self service for citizens and demonstrate compliance. The growing use of predictive analytics in these systems can also help target constrained government resources where they will do the most good.
Benefit eligibility

Perhaps the most common Decision Management System in public sector, the use of a rules-based system to determine who is, and who is not, eligible for a benefit or service has clear benefits. Not only is the system consistent, always applying the same rules, it is available 24x7, improving access for all. Such a system can also be readily changed when regulations change or even when court cases demand exceptions or updates.

Benefit calculations

Related to eligibility is the calculation of benefits. While some benefits are straightforward to calculate, others can be very complex. When multiple factors must be considered, complex questionnaires processed and tax returns consulted to determine the correct value of a benefit, a Decision Management System can dramatically improve both response time and accuracy.

Tax or fee calculations

Government agencies must often make complex calculations of taxes or fees (such as vehicle license fees or business registration fees) owed. These calculations can get complex and, perhaps even more importantly, are much more prone to change than the systems and processes of which they are part. By separating out the calculation as a Decision Management System an agency can create a stable process, for registering cars or handling tax returns, while retaining the ability to make rapid and effective changes to the calculation.

Permits or other paperwork needed

One of the most frustrating processes for citizens is often determining which permits or paperwork is needed for a particular activity—to modify a house for instance or apply for a grant. Using a Decision Management System to help citizens navigate these kinds of decisions reduces their frustration and allows limited resources to be applied to solving problems not discussing paperwork. Putting the decision first—deciding what paperwork is required and then processing it—can also dramatically simplify the processes involved.

Submission completeness and approval

As government agencies have developed online interfaces for forms, allowing citizens to submit paperwork electronically, they have created the opportunity for new uses of Decision Management Systems. If a form can be submitted electronically then a Decision Management System can be used to check that it is complete. It can also do so intelligently, using data entered in one part of the form to make sure that other parts are filled out correctly—moving far beyond simply mandatory fields or defined ranges for values. Predictive analytics can be added to flag potential fraud.
where appropriate, allowing the automatic processing of complete, low-risk applications and manual review of others.

**Audit selection**

Many government departments must decide who to audit. These audits often uncover unpaid taxes, fraud or abuse. Yet the groups that conduct these audits are constrained by budgets and headcount limits in ways that mean that not all potentially useful audits can be conducted. A Decision Management System can use expert rules as well as predictive analytics to prioritize the most potentially valuable audits and do so with transparency—the rules being applied will be clear so there is no chance of bias or favoritism. Some organizations have even gone to a “next best audit” approach, dynamically assigning auditors to investigations as they become available.

**Targeting resources**

Another use of Decision Management Systems to maximize the value of resources comes in targeting scarce resources where they will do the most good. Police forces can assign patrol cars or beat offices to neighborhoods, educational authorities can assign advisors to at-risk students, and social services can assign case workers using Decision Management Systems. These can apply not just policy and best practices but also predictions of risk (of crime, dropping-out of high school etc) and of the most effective intervention to maximize the value of resources in terms of overall results.

**Identify fraud, waste and abuse**

Finally there are many ways to use Decision Management Systems to identify fraud, waste and abuse. This includes identifying fraudulent tax returns, providers who are inefficient users of government grants and even of people making unnecessary emergency calls. By flagging these transactions and individuals, Decision Management Systems focus government budgets where they will help most, reducing the cost of a given level of service. See also fraud detection above.

**Supply Chain Management**

Decision Management Systems are just beginning to penetrate supply chain management. There is tremendous potential for Decision Management Systems in this area, particular as organizations look for ways to bring predictive analytics to bear on their supply chain. By focusing predictive analytics on specific orders or shipments, Decision Management Systems make it possible to effectively apply more advanced analytics even in very complex supply chains. Many examples exist despite a low overall penetration rate.
Eligible supplier

One of the most basic use cases for Decision Management Systems in the supply chain is that of determining eligible suppliers. For organizations with large numbers of suppliers, especially for those where commodity products are sourced from many competing suppliers, the automated determination of eligible suppliers can be a big time and cost saver. Allowing organizations to determine for themselves if they could become a supplier and allowing each country or product line to add its own additional criteria for eligibility are additional reasons for using a rules-based approach to determine eligibility in a flexible way.

Best supplier selection

While supplier eligibility can be made more efficient using a Decision Management System, it is also possible to become more effective in the use of suppliers by automating the selection of the most appropriate for a given order. Using both eligibility rules and predictive analytics that show the likelihood of on-time and to-specification deliveries for example can create a system that automatically selects suppliers based on the right balance of cost, speed and quality given the circumstances of the order. Such systems improve straight through processing, reducing the need for human involvement in increasingly complex supply chains.

Routing and Shipping Selection

As supply chains become more complex and distributed, it is also increasingly hard to know how to route a delivery or what shipping mechanism to use. When those shipping the order are not those paying for it, as is often the case when many small manufacturers are tied into a global supply chain, real-time determination of the right thing to do is essential. A Decision Management System can apply best practices, policy, short-term deals offered by shippers, current traffic problems and more to come up with the best shipping option and the best routing, reducing costs throughout the supply chain.

Reorder levels and alerting

While many supply chain systems have automated thresholds for re-ordering or for alerting a user that stock is low, these are often simplistic. The reality of a modern supply chain is that the amount of stock, and where that stock should be, is highly variable. It can depend on the season, on trends in sales, on competitive behavior, on marketing campaigns and much more. Using a Decision Management System allows multiple sources of rules to be applied to the decision, allows the integration of predictions and forecasts, and supports short-term adjustments and “tweaks” as necessary.
Asset Management

Many organizations must use assets, fixed plant for instance, as effectively as possible if they are to operate profitably. The use of a Decision Management System to improve decisions about such assets is still relatively unusual but there is a growing set of examples. Particularly as more equipment is instrumented and connected to a network, the value of a Decision Management System for making targeted decisions specific to each asset is rising.

Service needs

One of the most basic uses for a Decision Management System is the identification of service needs. Today most assets are serviced on a fixed basis. However as usage data is collected for a specific machine or piece of equipment it becomes possible to calculate unique service needs for that piece of equipment. Thus a tractor being driven more aggressively, though traveling the same number of miles and the same age as another, will be identified as needing service more often. This keeps equipment “healthy” longer while also eliminating unnecessary services.

Validate usage

This same increased instrumentation is driving remote monitoring and advice to new levels. When a piece of equipment is constantly monitoring its own usage and logging this information, a Decision Management System can be used to check that the usage is appropriate. For instance if heavy equipment is being left idling too much during a particular shift or if a particular operator is heavy handed in some way, this can be flagged and remedial actions suggested. This uses a Decision Management System to provide supervision through the remote logging. Service needs and potential failures can also be flagged and alerts issued.

Preventative Maintenance

Failures and problems with expensive assets can result in extensive, and costly, downtime. The ideal for many organizations is to fix things before they become critical to minimize the risk of such downtime. Decision Management Systems can use predictive analytics to identify assets at risk of failure and then use rules to assign an engineer’s spare time to check the asset or extend a scheduled visit to proactively fix something early.

Proactive use of asset

If assets are not in continuous usage then there is a potential opportunity to use the asset for some other activity during its “down time.” Deciding what to do with otherwise idle assets is increasingly something that can be automated using a Decision Management System based on the prediction of the likely value of the various possible actions.
Manufacturing

Manufacturing is another area where Decision Management Systems are being introduced. Many manufacturing operations are large scale with huge numbers of potential decisions to be made. As customers demand more customized products, organizations must also customize at scale. This means that tasks and work allocations that used to be identical across production runs must be customized and tweaked for different customers or batches. Decision Management Systems offer a new level of control. See also process efficiency below.

What to make

One of the most basic decisions is that of what to make. When an organization manufacturers for stock, rather than specifically for an order, it must constantly choose what to make and what not to make, what colors to pick, what packaging sizes to use and so on. A Decision Management System can use predictions and forecasts, current stock levels and more to decide what is most appropriate to make at any given moment.

Allocation and configuration of machines

Especially in complex manufacturing situations, the allocation of work to a machine and the configuration of that workstream can be critical to the overall effectiveness of the line. Many machines might be capable, if configured correctly, of handling specific tasks and specific tasks might be assignable to many machines. Decision Management Systems can handle the complexity of this kind of situation, applying the rules that determine which machines can do what and combining them with predictions and even optimization to ensure maximized results.

Reducing manufacturing problems

In complex manufacturing scenarios there is a constant risk that problems might be introduced to the finished product. The wrong part may be used, something may be damaged by the production process or a task may take an unexpectedly long time. Using Decision Management Systems can reduce these problems. Systems can assign quality improvement actions to the QA team, replacing fixed check lists with dynamic “next best check” systems while also assigning supervisory and training resources for proactive mitigation of potential problems. Predictions of risk, rules about skill levels required and certifications and much more can be used to drive increasingly sophisticated decision-making on the production floor.

GRC

Governance, Risk and Compliance is a broad topic that is a serious area of focus in many regulated industries. Ensuring that everything is done according the regulations, enforcing and managing a governance environment, and tracking and
accounting for all appropriate risks can be a daunting task. Attempting to do all this manually is prohibitively expensive. Decision Management Systems provide the leverage organizations need to effectively manage their GRC approach.

**Data Management**

When it comes to data regulations can prescribe what data should be stored, what cannot be stored, what must be anonymized and much more. Who can access the data, under what conditions and with what degree of supervision may all be spelled out. Reporting can be specified too, documenting what must be reported to whom and by when. All of this data management can be enforced and managed with a Decision Management System, avoiding fines and reducing overhead. Using rules to automatically manage all the explicit guidance and integrating analytics to help with detecting identify fraud makes keeping data safe, secure and appropriately available practical. Unlike manual processes, Decision Management Systems scale up quickly and respond in real-time as data flows through your systems.

**Authorization**

Another significant issue in GRC is who can approve who and what. Preventing people from (even indirectly) approving their own expenses, trades or data access is important and increasingly complex in matrixed organizations. Again identify theft prevention is critical if authorization schemes are to be robust and believable. Ensuring that a single coordinated set of business rules drives authorization across multiple systems is a great role for a Decision Management System.

**Alerting**

If, despite everything, things go wrong, GRC systems need to alert the right people, give them the right information and do so quickly enough to avoid additional fines and problems that can result from delay. Rather than pushing dumb alerts to someone’s desktop (and hoping they respond), a Decision Management System can act automatically and work its way through the right set of escalations and notifications, even when this chain of events is complex and changes often.

**Healthcare**

Healthcare is an industry increasingly rich in data. Yet simply applying analytics, doing simply what the data tells you, is not really practical in an industry where peer review, published best practices and government regulation abound. Decision Management Systems, with their combination of rules and analytics, are ideal for this environment. As more of the healthcare industry is computerized and more data is collected, Decision Management Systems are playing an increasingly important role. As healthcare goes mobile, helping patients live at home and treat themselves, this is only going to increase.
Identify drug interactions and other issues

One of the most common uses of Decision Management Systems in healthcare is to identify potential problems in prescriptions. Identifying potential drug interactions and checking dosages prescribed against patient details involves large numbers of rules gathered from best practices, medical research, drug companies and more. Providing these checks in the hospital as nurses administer drugs, at the pharmacy as prescriptions are fulfilled and warning doctors about potential issues can all be driven from the same rules ensuring consistency and reach.

Determine treatment

The best practice in healthcare evolves continuously. New therapies, new suggestions, new drugs and new ways to match a patient to a therapy, using genetic matching for instance, make it hard for medical professionals to stay up on the latest treatment. Especially when multiple possible treatments can be proposed, selecting the one most likely to work for a particular patient—personalized medicine—is complex. Decision Management Systems engage medical professionals in managing their own rules, bring analytics to bear as data is gathered regarding what works, and easily stay current as best practices and guidelines change.

Target at-risk people

While we might wish we could always apply all the resources that might help to a medical problem, the reality is that we cannot. Determining which patients are most at risk and what kinds of interventions are likely to have the biggest impact is a fact of life for most healthcare organizations. Using analytics, especially predictive analytics, as well as expert rules and best practices, a Decision Management System can ensure resources are applied effectively to those most at risk.

Scheduling

Healthcare, like many labor intensive industries, involves complex schedules. Making sure that the relevant specialties are available at the right time and place, managing staffing to match demand, ensuring that operating rooms are prepped before they are needed—all this makes scheduling in healthcare difficult. Decision Management Systems can use rules and optimization to come up with the most effective schedules possible, given the constraints, saving money and lives at the same time.

Process Efficiency

To wrap up this discussion of use cases, some very generic examples. Many industries share common problems that can be lumped into a focus on process efficiency and effectiveness. Decision Management Systems, by handling critical decisions in those processes, can make a big difference on both counts. Some examples follow.
Validation
Has enough information been entered? Does it match other information available and is it internally consistent? This kind of rules-based validation is common to many processes and using a Decision Management System to automate this check speeds processing and reduces manual overhead.

Completeness and readiness
Many processes have steps that are more expensive, such as conducting an inspection or writing a contract. By automating a check to see if the process is ready to go to the next step—do we have all the information needed to effectively inspect this ship or building, to put a contract together for this deal or annuity—Decision Management Systems ensure that processes only move on when it makes sense to do so.

Plausibility
An interesting variation comes in situations where only a human can really tell if something is true or not, such as a customs declaration. A Decision Management System might use rules and analytics to determine how plausible such a declaration is, helping focus limited resources where they will do the most good.

Assignment or allocation
Many processes involve assignments and allocations: decisions about who to make responsible, how to allocate the work involved, and who should do what. When processing speed is important, or when consistency and traceability are a must, a Decision Management System can provide rapid, agile, compliant processing.

Sequencing and Adaptive Case Management
Many processes are increasingly modeled using a more adaptive approach. Instead of laying out all the steps and branches, different clusters or groups of tasks are identified that may need to be handled for a particular transaction or case. Deciding which need to be included, and when, is a task ideally handled by a Decision Management System that is monitoring the case and constantly evaluating the most appropriate and necessary steps for the case.

Dynamic forms
Collecting data from people is a constant challenge. While sometimes a simple form or a form with a few options works well, sometimes it is very difficult for a user to determine what data is required. Each question they answer drives the need to answer, or not answer, subsequent questions. This kind of dynamic questioning is another good user case for Decision Management Systems.
Dynamic Checklists

Checklists are a powerful tool for improving the effectiveness of staff members. But to work a checklist must be very specific. Trying to handle even a small number of situations with a single checklist can make for complex checklists with lots of navigational instructions to make sure the right items are checked at the right times. Instead a Decision Management System can be used to drive dynamic checklist. Very specific checklists generated for each circumstance. All the checks needed for that circumstance but only the ones needed.

Suitable Operational Decisions

Besides these specific use cases, there are some key characteristics of decisions that make them suitable for automation using Decision Management Systems. These are discussed more fully in the book but suitable decisions have four characteristics:

- **Repeatable.**
  If a decision is not made in a repeatable way and made regularly it will not be possible to automate it nor to show a return on doing so.

- **Non-trivial.**
  A decision must have a degree of complexity to make it worth the investment in additional capabilities discussed above. There must be policies or regulations that drive and control the decision, a degree of expertise involved in making it well or some analysis of information required.

- **Measureable business impact.**
  It must be possible to tell what the business impact of improving the decision will be, and even what a good decision is relative to a bad one. If the value of improvement cannot be described or worse yet the value of a decision cannot be measured at all then it will not be possible to show the value of a Decision Management System.

- **Suitable for automation.**
  Every organization has a different attitude to automation. Unless the organization is willing to consider a system to make the decision there is no point in building a Decision Management System. A decision that must be taken by a person might involve dependent decisions that are suitable candidates for automation but building a Decision Management System to automate a decision that an organization believes should be taken by a person will result in a system that does not get used.

Suitable decisions often break down into rules-centric decisions such as eligibility, validation and calculation and analytic-centric decisions such as those relating to risk, fraud and opportunity.
Big Data

Big Data is often described in terms of an increase in volume, an increase in velocity and an increase in variety: More data, of more types, arriving more quickly. This increase in Big Data volume, variety and velocity has clear implications that are driving the business case for decision management systems.

Volume

In an era where we must handle more data, and where the rate of increase in data is itself increasing, we have to face the limitations of human interpretation. Where we might have once assumed that a person could look at and usefully interpret all the data that might be relevant this is increasingly impractical. Big data volume has two main implications for Decision Management Systems.

First it makes the case for automating decisions stronger. Computers are generally much better at looking at lots of data and at doing so quickly enough to be useful. They can be set up to balance recency versus long term trends and avoid many of the data interpretation problems that beset human decision-makers. As data volumes accelerate into the stratosphere, Decision Management Systems are your allies in making sense of all this data.

Second it makes the case for industrializing analytics stronger. The basic premise is that as there is more data so you need more analytic models and you need those models to be built more efficiently. This means applying more automation and more technology in the process of building the models themselves. This could be through machine learning, through fully automated modeling capabilities or through automation added to tools for data scientists. It also means applying the latest in in-memory and in-database technologies to decrease the time all this modeling takes. The days when an individual modeler could hand craft a complete model, sampling data carefully and doing every step by hand are gone.

Variety

Big Data involves adding more types of data, from more sources inside and outside of the organization, to your analytic toolkit. Social, mobile, local and cloud data sources are exploding and organization must find ways to take advantage of these before their competitors do. This means that the old approach of pulling together all your data into a “360 degree view” simply won’t work any more. You will never get caught up as there is ALWAYS going to be another potentially useful data source. Instead first model the decisions that impact your business and focus on integrating and delivering the data sources you need for a given decision.

Variety also has two particular implications for Decision Management Systems. First it means you have to broaden your definition of data infrastructure. Many (most)
Decision Management Systems rely on an operational datastore that is relational and use analytic models built entirely from structured data. With the explosion of new data sources, often unstructured or semi-structured formats, this is not going to work anymore. Your analytic team is going to need to be able to access data stored in a variety of formats (stored on Hadoop for instance) and your operational systems may need to consume less structured records and make decisions against them (what to do with this sensor record, for instance). Same problems (how to build analytics, how to make decisions) but lots of new data sources to deal with.

Second you will need to improve your skills in text analytics and entity analytics. Being able to identify what is being discussed, especially what products or actions, are being discussed in unstructured, text data sources is key. You need to be able to tell that this email is about this product, that this customer keeps talking about the call center, etc. and feed that insight into your modeling and your Decision Management Systems.

**Velocity**

As more data arrives more quickly we have to deal with velocity in two ways. We have to decide more quickly and we have to deal with data “in motion”—streaming data—not just data at rest.

The first of these, like the increase in data volumes, simply increases the value of a Decision Management System. As our data arrives more rapidly the value of processing and acting on that data in real-time is likely to grow. This need for real-time responses pushes us inexorably towards Decision Management Systems because people just don’t make decision in real-time. As real-time becomes the right-time, we must automate decision-making. This increase in velocity also tends to make decision value decay more quickly. The value of a decision decays over time (decision latency) and the increasingly rapid arrival of new data means that decisions will decay faster as new data will make the old decision less relevant.

This has a side effect of also making predictive analytics more valuable. With less time to decide it becomes more important to have some predictive headroom – the further out I can see the more time I have to respond. With slow moving data it might have been enough to see yesterday’s summary or today’s. As data moves more rapidly we must see in the future, make predictions, if we are to have time to respond.

The second implication of velocity is that we must get better at injecting decision-making into streaming data. We have to be able to package up business rules and analytics and inject them into a data stream so that we can enrich the stream with decision answers or so that we can kick of parallel processes as the stream flows by. These require different deployment metaphors with lower latency and more state management capabilities. The growing ability of business rules management systems to integrate with event handling and the deployment of analytic models into
streaming data infrastructures are just two of the developments supporting this trend.
The Volume, Variety and Velocity of Big Data are going to drive more demand for Decision Management Systems, put additional pressure on those building analytics for Decision Management Systems and mean we must expect more of the technologies we use to build them.
Analytics Capability Landscape

Organizations today are turning to analytic capabilities to drive decision-making. But with the different types of decisions that need to be made, multiplied by the different types of analytic capabilities available, it can be difficult for organizations to choose the right capabilities for the situations at hand. Some decisions require simpler capabilities, while others require complex capabilities that need the support of a talented IT team.

Additionally, organizations also need to consider the user of the analytic capabilities. While some users have the experience and skills to leverage tools that require programming and heavy analysis, others may benefit more from a simpler drag-and-drop graphical user interface. Choosing a tool that the intended user is unable to get the most from – no matter how great the tool itself is – means that the tool will go unused, affecting decisions across the organization.

With the tools comes the ability to handle Big Data as well. No longer a buzzword, the era of Big Data means that analytic capabilities must extend to both structured and unstructured data, parsing the information to assist organizations with informed decision-making.

Ultimately, any analytic capabilities used by the organization must align with business needs, be geared toward the intended user, and support decision-makers, both human and automated.

To help answer these questions, Decision Management Solutions completed research in the Fall of 2014, examining the different types of analytic capabilities available to organizations and the business situations for which they are most appropriate.

The complete report and associated infographic can be downloaded free of charge from the Decision Management Solutions website at http://www.decisionmanagementsolutions.com/analytics-capabilities-landscape/.
Historically, the focus for most organizations has been on reporting. Recently, this has shifted to a balance of reporting and monitoring. With the growth of Big Data Analytics as a focus for companies and companies' desire to become data-driven, the next 12-24 months is likely to see a shift toward decision-making as a focus. For instance, a live poll showed that three quarters of respondents were focused on reporting or monitoring today and were evenly split between the two. But fast-forward 12-24 months, and almost eighty percent of respondents are focusing on decision-making instead.

**A New Approach**

Given the wide range of analytic capabilities available, the various roles that can be involved in using these capabilities, and the range of analytic styles available, navigating the analytic landscape requires a new approach. This approach is decision-led, role-centric, and style-based. It allows an organization to navigate the analytic landscape, selecting appropriate analytic capabilities for each decision-making problem based not on the kind of analytic capability but on its fit for the intended purpose. By focusing on the kind of decision-making problem and on the role(s) involved in solving the problem, organizations can identify a suitable style of analytic capability - descriptive, diagnostic, or predictive - to ensure the chosen capability will be used effectively.
Navigating the Analytic Landscape

Decision-Led
As organizations shift from a focus on reporting and monitoring to one focused on decision-making, the most important thing to know about each project is which decision(s) are being targeted for improvement. Only a clear view of the decisions will allow selection of appropriate analytic capability.

The characteristics of the decision to be improved are at the heart of selecting an appropriate analytic capability. The four characteristics that matter most in describing a decision at this stage are:

- Volume, or how often a decision is made.
- Repeatability, or how similar each decision is.
- Latency, or how long the organization has to make the decision.
- Complexity, or how difficult the decision is.

Role-Centric
Decision-making problems can be solved in a variety of ways. The people who will be involved and their roles that will play a part in improving the decision will further constrain and direct the type of analytic capability to be used. While many roles exist in organizations, they can generally be classified as one of four types:

- Business decision-makers.
- Business analysts.
- IT data professionals.
- Analytic professionals.

A clear understanding of who is going to be involved in solving a decision-making problem is the next step.

Style-Based
With a clear understanding of the decision that is to be improved and the role(s) that will be involved, it is possible to identify the right type of analytic capability that is required. Three elements define analytic style:

- Interactivity: Is the capability designed for explorers or settlers?
- Presentation: Does the capability deliver a visual result or a numeric one?
- Scaling approach: Is the capability a DIY one or a factory-made one?

This analytic style will determine if the roles involved can use the capability to solve the decision-making problem at hand far more effectively than the capability’s position on an arbitrary maturity curve.
These three analytic styles can be combined in eight ways. In practice, there is overlap between the styles, but these combinations are worth considering as examples of the kind of capabilities available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interactivity</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explorer</td>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>DIY</td>
<td>Highly interactive and visually appealing tool that allows someone to develop their own understanding in a no-coding environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Factory Made</td>
<td>Pre-packaged components that are highly visual and allow a user to interact and explore a set of data and analytics that were developed for them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>DIY</td>
<td>Factory Made</td>
<td>Highly interactive tools allowing a user to produce a numeric output, such as a forecast or prediction, for their own use. Simulation may be central to the interactivity offered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Factory Made</td>
<td>Interactive tools working within a predefined set of boundaries and parameters to allow exploration of a specific numeric output, such as a forecast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settler</td>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>DIY</td>
<td>Easy-to-assemble components that present standard data visually, e.g., a personal dashboard made from pre-built components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Factory Made</td>
<td>A set of visual representations that enable a user to make a decision based on pre-packaged analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>DIY</td>
<td>Factory Made</td>
<td>A set of standard formulae that can be assembled by a user as part of answering a question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Factory Made</td>
<td>A standard report, score, or forecast consumed as-is.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Becoming an analytic organization is going to require a broad portfolio of analytic capabilities. These capabilities will need to include descriptive, diagnostic, and predictive analytic capabilities. Different capabilities do not replace each other so much as complement each other. Different problems will require different capabilities, depending on the decisions being improved and the roles involved. Making sure that capabilities can be selected from a broad portfolio will be important for long-term success.
Selecting Vendors

Each Decision Management System requires different subsets of the capabilities described above. The right set of vendors and products is going to vary, depending on the requirements and needs of both the project and the organization as a whole. There are many vendors large and small to choose from, with more being added every day. The products they offer have great breadth and depth of functionality in every area. Every one of the products listed continues to evolve and grow, adding new functionality and enhancing existing capabilities. Some vendors are merging to create complete product sets or suites under one umbrella while others are collaborating to allow their products to be used together more effectively. PMML already provides some standards support for this collaboration and new standards such as DMN (see Use a standards-based decision modeling technique above) are on the horizon that will extend this.

There are a wide range of vendors available for each of the product categories you need to develop Decision Management Systems. Many organizations will have existing relationships with vendors and will use other software products they provide. Experience with clients shows that familiarity and comfort with a vendor, confidence that you can work well with them, is a strong predictor of success. Some organizations will work with Systems Integrators or other service providers who have strong vendor relationships that will likewise contribute powerfully to a successful project. The “fit” of the vendor(s) you select with your organization is often much more important than the specifics of their functionality.

All the vendors in this report have paying customers who are successfully using their technology to build some kind of Decision Management System. There is no magic or “best” set of vendors or products. There is a rich set of vendors and products and most, if not all organizations could pick from multiple vendors or vendor combinations and be successful.

Some things to consider:

- When both decision logic and analytic insight must be combined in a Decision Management System, those Business Rules Management Systems and related products that are “model-aware” and can consume and integrate with predictive analytic models are more likely to be successful than those that are not.
- A Predictive Analytic Workbench that supports a range of deployment options for predictive analytic models into production and can monitor and manage these models will generally require less integration work than those that do not.
- Predictive Analytic Workbenches that support in-database modeling and in-database scoring (directly or through partnerships with others) are increasingly valuable.
An optimization environment that supports the generation of business rules (often through integration with data mining capabilities) as well as solving to produce a set of actions will provide more deployment options.

Those components that support standard platforms and provide a rich set of APIs and thin client interfaces are generally preferred.

Depending on the system involved, a focus on real-time or on batch (or on a mixture of the two) will be essential as will an understanding of the need for support for .Net, Java or legacy platforms.

The view taken by the organization of open source products may constrain or focus your selection process.
Vendors

As noted, this report is prompted by the growing interest by organizations in building Decision Management Systems and/or adopting decision management domain-specific applications. It is always challenging to draw product boundaries, but for practical purposes it must be so. For this report, we are focused on platform technologies used to build custom Decision Management Systems. This leads to some specific criteria for inclusion:

4. While there are many innovative companies developing complete solutions – pre-configured Decision Management Systems – we will be focusing in this report on tools for building custom systems. To be included it must be possible to build a custom Decision Management System with the product.

5. The technologies must be productized, released, for sale, and must have at least one production customer who can be contacted. Technologies used exclusively by the vendor themselves to develop solutions are therefore not eligible, even if completely custom solutions are being developed for specific customers.

6. The product should be sold generally, not only to companies that have also bought a pre-configured application – it must have a market presence as a genuine platform technology.

7. The products must have decision management, business rules, analytic or optimization functionality that has not been licensed from a vendor that is included separately in the report. They can include licensed technology as part of the product but they must have genuinely distinct functionality in addition.

If you know of other products you believe should be included or have other feedback, please let us know: info@decisionmanagementsolutions.com.

This lists vendors and basic company contact information alphabetically. Although every attempt has been made to validate this information, Decision Management Solutions accepts no liability for the content of this report, or for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the information provided.

Advertisements are the responsibility of the vendor concerned and have not been reviewed by Decision Management Solutions.

The vendor section has two parts. First there is a list of vendors with their contact information. Many vendors listed above have multiple products some of which meet the criteria for inclusion in the report and some of which do not. A single eligible product is enough to get the vendor listed.

The table of products that follows includes listings of individual products as well as links to First Look reviews, if any, on JTonEDM.com. Only the most recent product First Look is linked, though previous First Looks are generally referenced when a new one is written. Some First Looks cover multiple products and in these circumstances both products are listed and linked to the same First Look.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actian Corp</td>
<td><a href="http://www.actian.com">www.actian.com</a></td>
<td>Redwood City, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTICO GmbH</td>
<td><a href="http://www.actico.com">www.actico.com</a></td>
<td>Immenstaad, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alteryx</td>
<td><a href="http://www.alteryx.com">www.alteryx.com</a></td>
<td>Irvine, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angoss</td>
<td><a href="http://www.angoss.com">www.angoss.com</a></td>
<td>Toronto, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appStrategy</td>
<td><a href="http://www.appstrategy.com">www.appstrategy.com</a></td>
<td>Kalamazoo, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley Bridge</td>
<td><a href="http://www.berkeleybridge.com">www.berkeleybridge.com</a></td>
<td>Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigML</td>
<td>bigml.com</td>
<td>Corvallis, OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blueriq</td>
<td><a href="http://www.blueriq.com">www.blueriq.com</a></td>
<td>'s-Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Yonder</td>
<td><a href="http://www.blue-yonder.com/">http://www.blue-yonder.com/</a></td>
<td>Karlsruhe, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clario Analytics</td>
<td><a href="http://www.clarioanalytics.com">www.clarioanalytics.com</a></td>
<td>Eden Prairie, MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Effects Software</td>
<td>codeeffects.com</td>
<td>Alpharetta, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataiku</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dataiku.com">www.dataiku.com</a></td>
<td>Paris, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions</td>
<td><a href="http://www.decisions.com">www.decisions.com</a></td>
<td>Chesapeake, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions on Demand</td>
<td>decisionsondemand.com</td>
<td>Mountain View, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulles Research</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dullesresearch.com">www.dullesresearch.com</a></td>
<td>Reston, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experian Decision Analytics</td>
<td><a href="http://www.experian.com">www.experian.com</a></td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICO</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fico.com">www.fico.com</a></td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy Logix</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fuzzyl.com">www.fuzzyl.com</a></td>
<td>Charlotte, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS Link</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gdslink.com">www.gdslink.com</a></td>
<td>Dallas, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurobi Optimization</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gurobi.com">www.gurobi.com</a></td>
<td>Houston, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ibm.com">www.ibm.com</a></td>
<td>Armonk, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDIOM Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.idiomssoftware.com">www.idiomssoftware.com</a></td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InRule Technology®</td>
<td><a href="http://www.inrule.com">www.inrule.com</a></td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNIME</td>
<td><a href="http://www.knime.org">www.knime.org</a></td>
<td>Zurich, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lityx
www.lityx.com
Towson, MD

Microsoft
www.revolutionanalytics.com
Redmond, WA

OpenRules
www.openrules.com
Edison, NJ

Oracle
www.oracle.com
Redwood Shores, CA

Pegasystems
www.pega.com
Cambridge, MA

Pitney Bowes, Inc
www.pb.com/software
Samford, CT

Pliant Framework
www.flexrule.com
Melbourne, Australia

Predixion Software
www.predexionsoftware.com
San Juan Capistrano, CA

Progress Software
www.progress.com
Bedford, MA

RapidMiner
www.rapidminer.com
Dortmund, Germany

Rapid Insight Inc.
www.rapidinsightinc.com
Conway, NH

Red Hat
www.redhat.com
Raleigh, NC

Saffron Technologies, Inc
www.saffrontech.com
Cary, NC

Salford Systems
www.salford-systems.com
San Diego, CA

SAP
www.sap.com
Walldorf, Germany

Sapiens
www.sapiensdecision.com/
Cary, NC

SAS
www.sas.com
Cary, NC

Scorto
www.scorto.com
Cupertino, CA

Skytree
www.skytreecorp.net
San Jose, CA

Sparkling Logic
www.sparklinglogic.com
Sunnyvale, CA

Statsoft (Dell)
www.statsoft.com
Tulsa, OK

Tibco
www.tibco.com
Palo Alto, CA

USoft
www.usoft.com
Baarn, the Netherlands

Via Science
www.viascience.com
Cambridge, MA
Yottamine Analytics
www.yottamine.com
Bellevue, WA

Yseop
www.yseop.com
Dallas, TX

Zementis
www.zementis.com
San Diego, CA

Zoot Enterprises
www.zootweb.com
Bozeman, MT
## Product Reviews

Our First Looks capture information at the point in time that they were written. While we revisit products regularly to keep our reviews up to date you should visit the vendor website for the most current feature/function information.

### Table 1: Product Reviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actian Corp</td>
<td>Actian Analytic Platform</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTICO GmbH</td>
<td>Visual Rules for Finance</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alteryx</td>
<td>Alteryx Strategic Analytics</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angoss</td>
<td>KnowledgeSEEKER</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ScorecardBUILDER</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KnowledgeSTUDIO</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KnowledgeEXCELERATOR</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KnowledgeCLOUD</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appStrategy</td>
<td>Business Rules Engine</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley Bridge</td>
<td>Berkeley Publisher</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigML</td>
<td>BigML</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blueriq</td>
<td>Blueriq</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Yonder</td>
<td>Blue Yonder Platform</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clario Analytics</td>
<td>Clario Core</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Effects Software</td>
<td>WebRule</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataiku</td>
<td>Data Science Studio (DSS)</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions</td>
<td>Decisions Workflow Automation Platform</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulles Research</td>
<td>Carolina SAS to Java Convertor</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions on Demand</td>
<td>Decisions on Demand Platform</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experian</td>
<td>PowerCurve™</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICO</td>
<td>FICO® Blaze Advisor® business rules management system</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FICO® Model Builder</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FICO® Xpress Optimization Modeler</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FICO® Model Central™ Solution</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FICO® Decision Optimizer</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FICO® Big Data Analyzer</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FICO® Analytic Modeler</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICO®</td>
<td>Decision Modeler</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICO®</td>
<td>Decision Management Platform</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy Logix</td>
<td>DB Lytix™</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS Link</td>
<td>DataView 360</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS-Modelica Decision Engine</td>
<td></td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Intelligence</td>
<td></td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurobi</td>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>SPSS Modeler</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>SPSS Modeler Gold</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>Operational Decision Manager</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>In-Database Analytics</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>Decision Optimization Solutions</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>Decision Optimization Cloud</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDIOM</td>
<td>Decision Manager</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InRule Technology®</td>
<td>InRule</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNIME</td>
<td>KNIME</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lityx</td>
<td>LityxiQ</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenRules</td>
<td>OpenRules BDMS</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenRules</td>
<td>OpenRules Rules Solver</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenRules</td>
<td>OpenRules Rules Learner</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenText</td>
<td>OpenText Analytics</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>Advanced Analytics</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>Oracle Data Mining</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>Real-Time Decisions</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>Business Rules</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pegasystems</td>
<td>Decision Management</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitney Bowes Software</td>
<td>Portrait Suite</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pliant Framework</td>
<td>FlexRule</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predixion Software</td>
<td>Predixion Insight™</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress</td>
<td>Corticon</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RapidMiner</td>
<td>RapidMiner</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Insight</td>
<td>Analytics</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Hat</td>
<td>JBoss Enterprise BRMS (Drools)</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolution Analytics</td>
<td>R Enterprise</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company/Platform</td>
<td>Product/Feature</td>
<td>Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saffron Technology, Inc</td>
<td>Saffron Analytics Platform</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salford Systems</td>
<td>Salford Predictive Modeler</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>BRFplus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>SAP NetWeaver Business Rule Management</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>SAP NetWeaver Decision Service Management</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>SAP Predictive Analysis</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>SAP InfiniteInsight</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapiens</td>
<td>DECISION</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>High-Performance Analytics</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>Enterprise Miner</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>Model Manager</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS/OR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>Rapid Predictive Modeler</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>Decision Manager</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorto</td>
<td>Strategy Maven</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skytree</td>
<td>Server</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparkling Logic</td>
<td>SMARTS</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starview</td>
<td>Starview Active Analytics Platform</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatSoft (Dell)</td>
<td>STATISTICA</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teradata</td>
<td>Teradata Aster</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibco</td>
<td>Spotfire</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibco</td>
<td>Spotfire Recommendations</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibco</td>
<td>ActiveMatrix® Decisions</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USoft</td>
<td>URequire Studio</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Via Science</td>
<td>REFS™</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yottamine</td>
<td>Predictive Platform</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yseop</td>
<td>Yseop</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zementis</td>
<td>ADAPA</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoot</td>
<td>Universal PMML Plug-in</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoot</td>
<td>zDecision</td>
<td>First Look</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix - Decision Management Systems

Decision Management Systems are a new class of system. Decision Management Systems bring together two kinds of systems—operational systems that manage the transactions of the business and analytic systems that help you understand how to run the business better—to deliver systems that actively work to help you run your business or organization. Decision Management Systems are agile, analytic and adaptive and are built using a three step process of decision discovery, decision services and decision analysis. Decision Management Systems deliver high ROI by reducing fraud, managing risk, boosting revenue and maximizing the value of scarce resources.


Part I: The Case for Decision Management Systems

The first three chapters make the case for Decision Management Systems—why they are different and how they can transform a 21st century organization.

- **Chapter 1, “Decision Management Systems are different”**: This chapter uses real examples of Decision Management Systems to show how they are agile, adaptive and analytic.

- **Chapter 2, “Your business is your systems”**: This chapter tackles the limits of manual decision-making, showing how modern organizations cannot be better than their systems.

- **Chapter 3, “Decision Management Systems transform businesses”**: This chapter shows that Decision Management Systems are not just different from traditional systems—they represent opportunities for true business transformation.

- **Chapter 4, “Principles of Decision Management Systems”**: This chapter outlines the key guiding principles for building Decision Management Systems.

Part II: Building Decision Management Systems

Chapters 5 through 7 are the meat of the book, outlining how to develop and sustain Decision Management Systems in your organization.

- **Chapter 5, “Discover and model decisions”**: This chapter shows how to find, describe, understand and model the critical repeatable decisions that will be at the heart of the Decision Management Systems you need.
Chapter 6, “Design and implement Decision Services”: This chapter focuses on using the core technologies of business rules, predictive analytics and optimization to build service-oriented decision-making components.

Chapter 7, “Monitor and improve decisions”: This chapter wraps up the how-to chapters, focusing on how to ensure that your Decision Management Systems learn and continuously improve.

Part III: Enablers for Decision Management Systems

The final part documents people, process and technology enablers that can help you be successful.

Chapter 8, “People Enablers”: This chapter outlines some key people enablers for building Decision Management Systems.

Chapter 9, “Process Enablers”: This chapter continues with process-centric enablers, ways to change your approach that will help you succeed.

Chapter 10, “Technology Enablers”: This chapter wraps up the enablers with descriptions of the core technologies you need to build Decision Management Systems.

The Characteristics of a Decision Management System

Decision Management Systems have three critical characteristics. These characteristics strongly differentiate them from current, mainstream business applications. Most such business applications are difficult, expensive and time consuming to change. Decision Management Systems are agile and transparent. The business applications that support most organizations are entirely separate from the analytic environment of those organizations. Decision Management Systems are both operational and analytic. Finally most business applications are designed and built to meet a specific set of requirements that is known and not expected to change. Decision Management Systems are adaptive, learning and improving as they are used.

Decision Management Systems are Agile

Business Agility is an overused expression in corporate IT with all manner of approaches and technologies being promoted as delivering business agility in some way. Decision Management Systems are agile because the logic in them is easy to change and easy to adapt to changing circumstances. When new policies or regulations are issued the logic that implemented them can easily be found and safely be changed. These changes don’t undermine compliance because Decision Management Systems are transparent—it is clear how they will work in the future and also clear how they acted in each specific historical situation. This agility allows more stable business processes, as changes are easy to make to the Decision Management Systems that support those processes, and ensures that rapidly
changing know-how and experience can also be effectively embedded in systems without the danger that it will become stale and out of date.

**Decision Management Systems are Analytic**

Analytics is a hot topic in many organizations today. Yet most analytic systems are completely separate from the operational systems that run the business. These analytic systems rely on data extracted from the operational systems but are otherwise quite standalone. In contrast, Decision Management Systems deeply embed analytic insight to improve their operational behavior. Analytics are used to divide customers or transactions into like groups to allow actions to be effectively targeted. Analytics are also used to make predictions of the degree of risk involved in a transaction, the likelihood of fraud or the extent and type of opportunity available. These predictions are used to select from the available alternatives in a way that will manage risk according to the organization’s guidelines, reduce fraud, maximize revenue and effectively allocate resources across competing initiatives.

**Decision Management Systems are Adaptive**

Business systems, like business people, need to constantly adapt and learn. They need to experiment and see if a new approach might work better than a long established one, challenging conventional wisdom. They must manage trade-offs in an ever changing business climate. They must allow their performance to be monitored in terms of how effective the decisions they make turn out to be. In this way Decision Management Systems are adaptive, built to respond to changing conditions and to support a process of continuous improvement through testing and experimentation.

**Building a Decision Management System**

Building Decision Management Systems involves many of the same techniques, tools and best practices that building any reliable, high-performance operational system involves. All the skills and experience an organization has in developing information systems apply. The new and changed activities required fall into three phases—decision discovery, decision services and decision analysis.

**Decision Discovery**

Decision Management Systems are focused on automating and improving decisions. Most organizations do not have a well defined approach for finding, modeling and managing the decisions they make. To effectively build Decision Management Systems, then, the first step is to find the repeatable, non-trivial decisions in the organization that have a measurable business impact and are therefore candidates for automation and improvement. Examples of suitable decisions include checking the eligibility of a person for a government benefit or commercial product, validating that an organization can become a supplier or meets some defined criteria, pricing a
loan or other financial instrument based on an assessment of the risk involved, and making an offer to a consumer to maximize the value of an opportunity to interact with them.

There are a number of ways to find these decisions. They can often be found explicitly simply by interviewing and working with business experts. The tasks in business processes where choices are being made or where there is a pause for review are typically decision-making tasks. Many branches in processes are preceded by decision-making. Decisions can also be found by analyzing Key Performance Indicators and other metrics to see what choices make a difference to those metrics. It is unusual for something to be tracked as a metric if there are no choices made that cause it to go up or down. The top level decisions that these approaches find should be described, primarily by defining a question that must be answered to make the decision along with the allowed or possible answers. For instance, a claims review decision might answer the question “Is this claim fraudulent and what should we do about it?” with allowed answers including routing it to the fraud investigators, putting it through a regular claims review or fast tracking it for immediate payment.

Top level decisions can and should be decomposed into the subordinate decisions they are dependent on—the smaller decisions that must be made before the top level one can be made. This decomposition is recursive and provides necessary detail on how these decisions are actually made day to day.

**Decision Modeling**

Decision modeling is a powerful technique used in Decision Discovery to capture decision requirements. Decision modeling has four steps that are performed iteratively:

1. **Identify Decisions.**
   Identify the decisions that are the focus of the project.

2. **Describe Decisions.**
   Describe the decisions and document how improving these decisions will impact the business objectives and metrics of the business.

3. **Specify Decision Requirements.**
   Move beyond simple descriptions of decisions to specify detailed decision requirements. Specify the information and knowledge required to make the decisions and combine into a Decision Requirements Diagram.
4. Decompose and Refine.

Refine the requirements for these decisions using the precise yet easy to understand graphical notation of Decision Requirements Diagrams. Identify additional decisions that need to be described and specified.

This process repeats until the decisions are completely specified and everyone has a clear sense of how the decisions will be made.

At this point a requirements document can be generated, packaging up the decision-making requirements identified. This can act as the specification for business rules implementation work or for the development of predictive analytics.

Alternatively the model can be extended with decision logic, such as decision tables, to create an executable specification of the decision-making requirements.

Read more in the Best Practices Section.

**Figure 7: Example Decision Model**

For a detailed discussion of decision modeling with the new Decision Model Notation (DMN) standard, download our white paper “Decision Modeling with DMN”.

**Decision Services**

The decision discovery step enhances traditional analysis and requirement gathering tasks. Once the decisions are identified and modeled, an iterative process of development can begin. The objective is to develop Decision Services—coherent, well defined components that make a decision for the other processes and system components in the solution. Beginning by defining simple interfaces that allow these services to be asked a question and give back one of the allowed answers, an
iterative approach is used to flesh out the decision making. The decomposition of the decision shows the sequencing and structure of the decisions and the business rules, predictive analytic models and optimization models required can be developed and added to this structure.

A complete Decision Service will require some combination of business rules, predictive analytic models and optimization models. Most will not require the deployment of optimization models. Optimization is more likely to be applied to a large number of similar decisions with the optimal actions identified for each decision used to derive new business rules that are more likely to result in optimal decisions in the future. Some decision services will not require predictive analytic models, especially those primarily concerned with eligibility and compliance where business rules dominate. Even when analytic insight is important to a decision, sometimes that insight can be best represented with a set of business rules mined from historical data. When probabilities are needed, however, predictive analytic models will either need to be executed by the decision service, executed in the database the decision service is using or stored in the database that the decision service used if a batch update of the prediction is acceptable.

**Decision Analysis**

Decision services are developed and deployed as part of an overall systems development effort. Once deployed they must be monitored and analyzed to see if changes are required going forward. Decision services should be monitored for both proactive and reactive changes—changes that might help improve performance as well as necessary changes for compliance for instance. Performance management and other analytic tools can be used to assess the effectiveness of the decision making embedded in the system. As changes are identified and proposed it must be possible to effectively assess the impact of these changes before they are deployed. It may also be necessary or desirable to design new approaches and conduct new experiments to gather new data about what works and does not. Any changes made should be monitored to make sure they work as expected.

**Making the case for a Decision Management System**

There are many ways to make a case for a Decision Management System. The cost of development of a Decision Management System plus the additional software required to develop it must be offset by a satisfactory return if a case is to be made. The top-line benefits of a Decision Management System typically come in a number of areas:

- Reduced losses by eliminating fraud and waste.
  Predictive analytic models that establish the probability of a transaction being fraudulent or wasteful can be combined with business rules for known fraud schemes and waste prevention policies to determine which transactions to reject
or to refer for investigation. Decision Management Systems have an excellent track record in dramatically reducing fraud.

- Reduced risk exposure and better matching of risk to price. It has been said that there is no such thing as a bad risk, only a bad price. Using predictive analytic models to predict the risk of a loan or a policy and then applying business rules to correctly price for the predicted risk is a well established use case for Decision Management Systems. Decision Management Systems can manage more fine-grained risk models, with dozens or hundreds of segments, and more closely match risk to price.

- Increased revenue from targeted marketing and correct opportunity identification. When an organization has an opportunity it can be unclear how to maximize its value. As opportunities migrate across channels and as windows of opportunity get narrower, this gets even harder. Decision Management Systems can apply campaign and offer rules with predictive analytic models that estimate the propensity for specific offers to be accepted and to be profitable. The offer that is most suitable, most likely to be profitable can then be made even if only a short time is available. Optimization can be used when there are constraints on how many offers can be made or on capacity, ensuring maximum return on those limited assets. Deciding on the next best action across channels ensures a focus on long term customer value and increased revenue over time.

- Productivity and maximized use of business assets—physical and people. Decision Management Systems handle large numbers of routine decisions, freeing up people to focus on more complex, higher value tasks. They can also assign people to those tasks most likely to see a return on that investment, such as assigning collections activities based on the likely total return. These same approaches can maximize the use made of limited assets, deciding how best to handle them at each moment.

- Faster time to market and shorter time to respond. In many of these different areas the time it takes an organization to get to market with something or to respond to a change is critical. By making it easier and quicker to add new business rules, Decision Management Systems can improve time to market and so add additional value. This can be particularly effective as part of a legacy modernization effort where hard to change components are upgraded to Decision Management Systems for increased agility and lower management costs.

Finally, when calculating the costs of a Decision Management System, it should be noted that these technologies often result in cheaper development relative to the equivalent traditional coding approaches. Decision Management Systems are also often dramatically cheaper to maintain. This both reduces the total cost of ownership of the system when maintenance costs are included and makes it more
likely that any given improvement in the system (to match a competitor’s move or to take advantage of a fleeting opportunity) will actually be attempted.

Bibliography


Decision Management Solutions has been helping companies like yours build successful decision management systems since 2009. We have a proven, comprehensive set of best practices and techniques designed to get you started quickly and develop your internal skill sets cost effectively.

Our services include:

- Decision Management Technology Strategy
- Decision Requirements Modeling
- Vendor Selection

We are the leading professional services firm specializing in Decision Management, a proven approach for automating and improving high-volume operational decisions using predictive analytics and business rules technology.

Contact us today at www.decisionmanagementsolutions.com
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